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Introduction

This text is meant to serve as an, if not elementary at least more or less self contained, introduction
to the basics of using (co)algebras to define recursive structures and especially to define such
structures using the container/polynomial functors of [2, 3, 9, 16, 7]. My hope is that it should
be readable by anyone familiar with at most quite elementary aspects of category theory. A
decent understanding of limits, natural transformations and adjoints, as well as having heard of
the adjoint functor theorem and the Yoneda lemma should hopefully be enough. The text will
follow roughly the structure described below.

The first section functions as a basic introduction, and motivation of, the concept of algebras
and coalgebras of an (endo-)functor by illustrating how initial and terminal such give rise to an
elegant notions of recursively and corecursively defined structures and transformations.

Working towards the notion of a container (alt. polynomial functor) the second section recalls
how one can generalise families of objects of some category indexed by some set, to families
indexed by objects of the category itself. These families, here called bundles, allow one to define
operations similar to taking disjoint unions, diagonals and products/sections. Not only do they
carry analogues to these familiar constructs but, under some additional assumptions about their
underlying category, one can recover the ability to construct such bundles in terms of collections
of constituent and to reason about them in ways analogous to thinking of them as collections of
such constituents.

Continuing with the investigations of the previous chapter the next chapter continues by consid-
ering the concept of a bundle as a fibres in terms of enriched category theory. After introducing
some basic notions from the theory of enriched categories the bundle categories are considered
as being enriched over the underlying category, using the operations introduced in the previous
chapter.

The final chapter concludes by defining and studying some basic properties of container (alt.
polynomial) functors. These give us convenient parametrisation of a collection of well behaved
(endo)functors on that sport initial algebras and terminal coalgebras in some categories.

Many of the constructions and theorems presented here have more terse, and to those already
familiar with the field probably more intuitive, presentations. An obvious example of this is the
lack of the coherence theorem for monoidal categories found in, for example, Mac Lane [13].

Note also that when, at times, we will consider the morphisms of one category as the objects
of another. When this happens we will, sometimes, use the same name for both instances, with-
out explicitly applying any of the “forgetful” functors which could have been used to make the
distinction explicit. This was, at least most of the time, consciously done to improve readability
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by reducing the amount of boilerplate shuffling of symbols that otherwise ensues.

Typographical conventions

We will at a number of times consider categories whose objects are given by morphisms in some
other category. To make a typographical distinction between a morphism when considered as
an object and, as it happens, a morphism we shall use a notional like X f−→ Y for the former and
reserve the, possibly, more common notation f : X→ Y for the latter.

We use the more or less standard angle brackets ⟨f1, . . . , fn⟩ to denote the mediating morphism
into/out of (co)limiting cones, induced by f1, . . . , fn.

When manipulating expressions involving (components of) natural transformations the exact
component (usually expressed with a subscript) will, more often than not, be omitted to improve
readability. At times, instead, the subscript will be used to disambiguate which natural transfor-
mation, of a family of related ones, is meant. See for instance when considering the (co)units of
different product-exponential adjunctions.

Also, when manipulating expressions involving functors with non-trivial notation (primarily
functors on product categories written as infix operators) such functors will often be written with
the placeholder −. Any isomorphism statements made will then be implicitly natural in this
argument. For example the functor sending any object X to the product A × X will be written
A×− and the statement that f is a natural isomorphism (A×−) ∼= (−×B)means f is a natural
isomorphism A× X ∼= X× B natural in X.

When considering (co)projections out of/into binary (co)products they will, as above and if
at all, receive subscripts indicating which pair of objects is being considered, with the second
(co)projection receiving a prime.

Finally note that I will often skip subscripts on Hom, and that I will freely pass between the
two notations A→ B and BA for exponentials.
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Chapter 1

Algebras and Coalgebras

For completeness we will begin with a very brief introduction to the concepts of algebras (alt.
algebrae) and coalgebras (alt. coalgebrae) of an endofunctor. A more through introduction can
be found in the somewhat canonical reference of Jacobs and Rutten [10]. An endofunctor (i.e.
a functor from a category into itself) F : C → C over a category C gives rise to the category
of F-algebras, the objects of which are morphisms in C of the form F A → A (i.e. morphisms
taking the image of an object in C through F back to itself ).

A helpful intuition becomes obvious if one considers functors as giving some form of structure
or expression F A over a carrier A. An algebra would then be a way to consider expressions as
parts of the carrier or, equivalently, a way to specify a construction scheme for the carrier.

Note, though, that nothing apart from the above specified relation between the domain and
codomain is required of an F-algebra. This allows one to find some immediate examples. Con-
sidering the algebras of the identity functor IdC on some category C we see that IdC-algebras
(i.e. morphisms IdC A→ A for any object A in C) are given by any endomorphism in C.

A slightly more complex example is given by the (internal) diagonal functor Δ : C → C
mapping objects A of some category with distinguished binary product to the product A×A and
morphisms in the obvious way. Δ-algebras are, then, morphisms of the form A × A → A or in
other words binary operators (in a general sense).

If one considers the previous example as describing ways for objects to act on themselves
one finds another obvious example. Given some fixed object M one can consider the functor
M × − : C → C, mapping some A to M × A and a morphism f to idA × f . An algebra
M× A→ A looks like an action of M on A. For the record we thus summarise:

Definition 1. For any endofunctor F : C → C on some category C an algebra of F or an F-
algebra is a morphism F A→ A (alt. a prefix point) for some object A of C.

Having said this it might be worth reiterating that algebras in general do not carry any structure
apart fromwhat is given them by the ambient category. A Δ-algebra as defined above thus cannot
be assumed to satisfy any additional axioms such as associativity (in other words, they do not
form semigroups in Set). Similarly the algebras of M × − do not respect any structure on M
beyond what is given it by the ambient category (e.g. they are not semigroup-actions in Set).
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1 Algebras and Coalgebras

As a final and less algebraic-looking example consider the power-set functor P : Set→ Set,
withP f for f : A→ B acting by taking the direct image of subsets of A. AP-algebra is functions
P A→ A, for example choice functions or the sup operation of a (complete) lattice.

Similarly one will have a category of F-coalgebras (of an endofunctor F : C → C) which is
the obvious (almost) dual construct to that of the (to be) category of F-algebras. That is to say

Definition 2. An F-coalgebra is a morphisms A→ F A, i.e. a morphism in C from an object to
its image through F.

Going back to the powerset functor P : Set→ Set. AP-coalgebra is then given by a function
A → P A associating to each element in some subset of A. One can easily see that this is
equivalent to having a binary relation by associating a relation R ⊂ X × X to the P-algebra
x 7→ {y ∈ X | x R y}, or, conversely, associating to a P-algebra X r−→ P X the relation xRy ⇔
y ∈ (r x).

An example which will be important later on is given by, again, considering the functor M×
− : Set → Set from above, now specifically as a functor over Set. Though, now, instead we
take a moment to ponder some coalgebra A α−→ M× A of this functor. By composing α (as a
function in Set) with the projections out of M×A one finds the two unique functions h : A→ M
and l : A→ A such that α a = (h a, l a), or equivalently such that α = ⟨h, l⟩.

One interesting (and in sense will see in a moment, the proper) structure that satisfies this is
given by the collection of sequences over M, with h and l being the head and tail operations. Here
one begins to see the relation of (co)algebras to solutions of domain equations, as studied by for
example Smyth & Plotkin [18].

Related to what will be discussed in a moment this goes in both direction. Given some element
a ∈ A one finds, by iterating l, a sequence (a, a1, a2, . . . ) of “tails”; the “heads” of which can be
extracted with h. Every such coalgebra thus defines a set of sequences over M, suggesting that
the collection of all sequences is the largest such structure. This will turn out to be importance,
and something which we will see formally in a moment.

1.1 Morphisms

We now turn to the question of what can constitute morphisms preserving the structure of al-
gebras and coalgebras, thus turning our purported categories into actual (and non-trivial) ones.
Applying the earlier analogy of algebras as ways to interpret expressions over a carrier one would

..
..FA ..F B

..A ..B

.α .

F f

. β.
f

Figure 1.1: F-algebra morphism
f : α → β

expect such morphisms to preserve or, in other words, com-
mute with this structure. One would thus expect it not to mat-
ter whether one collapses (evaluates) these expressions before
or after a (structure preserving) morphism is applied.

It turns out that this suggestion can be applied quite literally.
Consider two F-algebras FA α−→ A and FB β−→ B, for some
functor F. A morphism f : A → B between their respective
carriers applied to the result of collapsing the structure over
X can be thought of as the morphism f ◦ α, while applying
it before collapsing can be thought of as the morphism β ◦ F f . It would thus be reasonable to

2



1.1 Morphisms

suggest that one would like to require that f ◦ α = β ◦ F f or, equivalently, that the square in
Figure 1.1 commute.

Unpacking this equation for the example of the diagonal functor (over Set) one notices that a
function f : A→ B can constitute aΔ-morphism between algebrasA× A α−→ A andB× B β−→ B
if β ◦ (f × f) = f ◦ α, or in other words if

β (f a1, f a2) = (β ◦ (f × f)) (a1, a2) = (f ◦ α) (a1, a2) = f (α (a1, a2))

Thinking of α and β as binary operators and writing them in infix notation one gets the everyday
equality f(a1 α a2) = (f a1)β (f a2), which should be familiar to anyone acquainted with basic
abstract algebra.

One finds similarly encouraging results if one considers the “M-action functor” M×− (now for
some set M). Unravelling the definition again one finds that functions f : A → B form algebra
morphisms between M× A α−→ A and M× B β−→ B whenever β ◦ (id× f) = f ◦ α, that is to say

β (m, f a) = (β ◦ (id× f)) (m, a) = (f ◦ α) (m, a) = f (α (m, a))

Rewriting this, as before, in infix one gets the equality f (m α a) = a β (f a), whichmay be familiar
from the concept of structure preserving maps between group or monoid actions.

Before proving that these morphisms in fact do turn a collections of algebras into a proper
category we will consider the analogous construction for coalgebras. These are just what one
would expect, that is to say that the formal statement for g : A→ B forming a morphism between
two coalgebras A α−→ F A and B β−→ F B is given by commutativity of the diagram in Figure 1.2.

..
..FA ..F B

..A ..B

.

F g

.α .
g
. β

Figure 1.2: F-coalgebra morphism
g : α → β

Recalling the example given by the powerset functor P . A
P-morphism g : ρ → σ, between algebras R ρ−→ P R and
S σ−→ P S, must be such that (P g) ◦ ρ = σ ◦ g. If ρ and σ
are thought of as representing binary relations Rrel and Srel

this means that

{g r ∈ S | r Rrel x} = (P g ◦ ρ) x
= (σ ◦ g) x = {s ∈ S | s Srel (g x)}

That is to say, the property is equivalent to saying that things
related, through Rrel, to some element x are mapped to elements related, through Srel, to g x and,
conversely, that things related to g x are images of such elements. We note with some interest
that this is a stronger requirement than, for example, monotonicity for maps between preorders.

Returning to the example of (co)algebras of the functor M × −. A morphism g between two
coalgebras A α−→ M× A and B β−→ M× B must then satisfy (idM × g) ◦ α = β ◦ g. Assuming
α = ⟨hα, lα⟩ and β = ⟨hβ, lβ⟩ one gets the equivalent formulation

(hα a, g (lα a)) = ((idM × g) ◦ α) a = (b ◦ g) a = (hβ (ga), lβ (ga))

Thus saying that hβ (ga) = ha and lβ (ga) = g (lα a). This means that the morphisms preserve
the associated sequence over M we described before. It is not hard to show that the converse also
holds, that it to say that (M × −)-morphism are exactly those preserving this structure; though

3



1 Algebras and Coalgebras

this will also follow from a more general statement later on.
Having defined the concepts of algebra- and coalgebra morphisms, as well as given both of

these a cursory examination we turn to proving that these morphisms actually define categories.
In both cases the identity map of an object gives rise to an identity morphism for any algebra
or coalgebra involving this object, this can easily be seen since for any algebra or coalgebra
A α−→ F A the statements are tantamount to saying that idA ◦ α = α ◦ idA (recall that functors
preserve identity morphisms). Our categories to-be are, thus, at least equipped with reasonable
identity morphisms.

Definition 3. A morphism between two F-(co)algebras, carried by A and B, respectively, is a
morphism A → B in the underlying category such that the (co)algebras, f and F f constitute
commutative squares as in figures 1.1 and 1.2.

..
..F A ..F B ..F C

..A ..B ..C

.

α

.F f .

F g

. β. γ.
f

.
g

Figure 1.3: Composing algebra morphisms

The fact that a composition of two algebra morphisms is an algebra morphism follows from the
fact that adjoining two commuting squares, as in Figure 1.3, is easily seen to once again commute
and that F is a functor

g ◦ f ◦ α = g ◦ β ◦ F f = γ ◦ F g ◦ F f = γ ◦ F(g ◦ f)

This means that one can let the composition of two (co)algebra morphisms be given, quite simply,
by composing their corresponding morphisms in the underlying category. It also means that the
projections of (co)algebras onto their domain or codomain is trivially functorial.

Theorem 1. For any (endo)functor F : C→ C the F-(co)algebras together with F-(co)algebra
morphisms constitute a categories as described above.

1.2 Initial and terminal structures

In Section 1 we studied coalgebras of the functor M × − : Set → Set. We pointed out that
a coalgebra of this functor gave rise to a set of infinite sequences over M, and that every set of
infinite sequences gave rise to such a coalgebra. We also informally suggested that the collection
of all such sequences should be the largest such structure.

What becomes interesting is that the function sending an element of an (M×−)-coalgebra to
its associated M-sequence constitutes a coalgebra morphism, with the collection of M-sequences
M∞ considered as a coalgebra M∞ ⟨h,l⟩

−−−→ M×M∞ with h and l the head and tail functions. That
this is true follows from a simple and uninteresting proof by induction.

Not only does this function constitute an algebra morphism in this way, it is the unique coal-
gebra morphism (out of any given coalgebra) into the coalgebra over M∞. This follows directly

4



1.2 Initial and terminal structures

from the fact that such morphisms preserve the associated sequences, giving each element of any
given coalgebra but one option as to what its image should be. This means that this coalgebra
carried by M∞ is a terminal object in its category of coalgebras.

Such a terminal F-algebra is usually called a final coalgebra of F and, since all terminal objects
are isomorphic, wewill generally say, simply, the final coalgebra of F. When a terminal coalgebra
exists, and its choice is irrelevant or unambiguous, it will be denoted νF.

Functors in general will not, as we shall see, always support a final coalgebra. This fact will
become trivial once we have proved the following:

Theorem 2 (Generally attributed to Lambek [12]). Every final coalgebra is constituted by an
isomorphism in its underlying category, that is to say a final F-coalgebra X → F X of some
functor F : C→ C is part of an isomorphism (in C) between X and F X.

..
..F2A ..F A

..F A ..A

.

F (!Fα)

.F α .
!Fα

. α

Figure 1.4: Unique morphism into final
F-coalgebra Fα

The main point of this argument is that a coalgebra
A α−→ F A of some endofunctor F induces an additional coal-
gebra FA F α−−→ F (F A). If, then, α is a final coalgebra there
must exist a, unique, terminal F-morphism !F α : F α→ α.

The idea, now, is that α, as a morphism in the underlying
category, can be considered both as a coalgebra A α−→ F A as
well as an F-morphism α : α → Fα. The latter is illustrated
by the diagram in Figure 1.5 (which trivially commutes).

Indeed, as an F-morphisms it will be an isomorphism with
its inverse given by !Fα. Firstly !Fα ◦ α = idα follows from the fact that α is a terminal object
as this means it has exactly one morphism into itself and which must be the identity morphism.
Furthermore

α◦!Fα =

= F1Fα ◦ Fα !Fα F-morphism
= F(!Fα ◦ α) F functor
= F idα = idFα as above

which concludes the proof.

..
..FA ..F2A

..A ..F A

.

Fα

.α .
α
. Fα

Figure 1.5: α as coalgebra and as an
F-morphism

Now since in the standard ZF(C) set theory there cannot
exist a bijection (i.e. an isomorphism of Set) between a set
and its powerset we can conclude that the powerset functor
is an example of an endofunctor which cannot have a final
coalgebra.

By, essentially, dualising the above reasoning one can find
an analogous theorem for algebras. Though in the case of al-
gebras the statement concerns the initial rather than terminal
object.

When unambiguous or irrelevant we will, as before, speak of the initial algebra of a functor
and denoting such an initial algebra of some functor F by μF. The theorem thus states

Theorem 3. Every initial algebra is constituted by an isomorphism in its underlying category,

5



1 Algebras and Coalgebras

that is to say an initial F-algebra F X→ X of some functor F : C→ C is part of an isomorphism
(in C) between F X and X.

Once again, then, the powerset functor over Set serves as an example; though now of an
endofunctor without an initial algebra.

We have thus seen that initial algebras and a final coalgebras of some endofunctor F are fixed
points of F, once again suggesting the relation to the theory of domain equations.

1.3 Functoriality

If one were to take a moment to reflect on some pair of endofunctors F : C→ C and G : C→
C with a natural transformation η : F → G, one might wish to enquire into how this natural
transformation can be applied to any potential (co)algebras of F and G.

..

..GA ..G B

..F A ..F B

..A ..B

.
α

.
ηA

.

f

.F f.

G f

.
β

.
ηB

Figure 1.6: Functor given by natural
transformation η

Given any F-coalgebra A α−→ F A one can use the compo-
nent ηA of η at A to construct a G-coalgebra

A α−→ F A ηA−−→ G A

One quickly realises that this extends to functor between the
corresponding functors’ categories of coalgebras. Assuming
f : α→ β is some F-morphism one has that the lower square
of the diagram in Figure 1.6 commutes. Furthermore, the up-
per square commutes by naturality of η. One can thus con-
clude that the outer square commutes, meaning f constitutes,
also, a morphism (η ◦ α)→ (η ◦ β).

The above reasoning suggest a categoryCoAlgC with objects all coalgebras of endofunctors
on C. The collection of morphisms between two coalgebras A α−→ F A and B β−→ G B are then
given by pairs consisting of a natural transformation η : F → G and a G-coalgebra morphism
(η ◦ α) → β. Similarly for algebras FA α−→ A and GB β−→ B a morphism is given by a pair
consisting of a natural transformation η : F→ G and a morphism α→ (η ◦ β).

Similarly one gets a category AlgC of algebras. In both categories composition is given by,
simply, composing the natural transformations and the functions separately, as illustrated for the
case of coalgebras in Figure 1.7. That this composition actually defines a new morphism of this
new category follows from the fact that all the inner squares commute, meaning the outer square
(summarised on the right of Figure 1.7) commutes.

Given a choice of final coalgebras and initial algebras these categories now allows one to con-
sider ν and μ as functors, out of the (sub)category of functors that carry final coalgebras or initial
algebras, respectively, into these categories of (co)algebras. Simply take the full subcategory of
CC of those functors that support final coalgebras (or initial algebras) and define a map ν asso-
ciating to each such endofunctor its chosen final coalgebra (or a map μ assigning it to its initial
algebra).

These, too, extended to functors out ofCC. Given a natural transformation η : F→ G between
endofunctors F and G one lets ν define the morphism (η, !η◦νF) : νF → νG where !η◦νF is the

6



1.4 (Co)recursion

..

..HA ..H B ..H D

..G A ..G B .

..F A . .

..A ..B ..D

.

α

.
β

. δ.ηA .

εA

.

εB

.

f

.

G f

.

H f

.

g

.

H g

..

..HA ..H D

..F A .

..A ..D

.

α

.

(ε ◦ η)A

. δ.

g ◦ f

.

(H g) ◦ (H f)

.

H (g ◦ f)

Figure 1.7: Composing (η, f) : α → β with (ε, g) : β → δ, with outer square on the right.

unique terminal G-morphism out of η ◦ νF, into the final coalgebra νG. That this assignment
preserves composition follows simply from the fact that terminal/initial morphisms are unique.

The observant readermight already have noted a similarity between initial/terminal (co)algebras
and free structures and, indeed, it is quite easy to see that ν is right adjoint to the forgetful functor
sending a coalgebra to its functor and a coalgebra morphism to its first (natural transformation)
component; given, obviously, that one restricts oneself to the category of coalgebras of functors
that sport terminal coalgebras. Similarly μ turns into a left adjoint to the corresponding functor
for the category of algebras.

The required Hom-set isomorphisms are quite trivial. Simply assign a (co)algebra morphism
to its natural transformation and a natural transformation to the initial/terminal morphisms in-
duced by it. The naturality argument is, then, essentially identical to the above proof that the
“generalised” (co)algebra morphisms compose.

In slightly more general terms one therefore has that

Theorem 4. Any subcategory of CCwith a choice of terminal coalgebras for all of its functors
defines a functor ν that is right adjoint to the forgetful functor and assigns a functor its terminal
coalgebra and a natural transformation the terminal morphism induced by it.

Similarly a choice of initial algebras defines a functor μ left adjoint to the corresponding for-
getful functor.

1.4 (Co)recursion

Our interest in initial algebras and final coalgebras is not just due to the fact that they constitute
fixed points, or that they define a well behaved collection of (co)algebras as discussed in the
previous section. What turns out to be of interest is the fact that (co)algebras not only serve as
descriptions of fixed points of a functor (that is, as solutions to recursive equations), but also to
specify operations on the structures thus defined.

The way an algebra specifies an operation is analogous to the notion of structural recursion.
Those acquainted with functional programming languages or any (other) theory of recursive func-
tions might therefore want to use this notion as a guiding intuition.

7



1 Algebras and Coalgebras

Consider some functor F : C → C with an initial algebra FX μF−−→ X. Say, now, that one
would like to define an operation out of this initial algebra, into some (algebra carried by) A.
That it so say one wishes to find a morphism out of X into A, using the fact that X is the carrier
of an initial F-algebra.

Recalling the analogy of F A as describing some form of expression over A, with an algebra
assigning a way to “evaluate” such expressions, one can consider an F-algebra carried by A as
describing a single reduction step of a recursive function into A. Given, then, some such algebra
FA α−→ A we recall that the unique morphism !α : μF → α satisfies !α ◦ μF = α ◦ (F !α). Now
since μF is part of an isomorphism this is equivalent to !α = α ◦ (F !α) ◦ μF-1.

This should be readily familiar to anyone who has been exposed to a functional programming
language. μF-1 is the other direction of the isomorphism that defines the initial algebra of F,
that is to say applying it corresponds to the functional programming notion of deconstructing a
term/value. In other words, every “element” of the initial algebra has a unique representation
as an expression of the kind given by F, and the recursively defined function (!α) takes apart its
input into such an expression (μF-1), does a recursive application on the expression’s constituents
(in F !α), and finally reduces the result to a value (in α).

Now, the above analysis is true for any morphism out of an algebra constituting a fix point of
F. What makes the initial algebra special is that any reduction step (i.e. an F-algebra) actually
defines a morphism (since there always exist morphisms out of an initial object) and that exactly
one morphism satisfies this specification (since morphisms out of an initial object are unique).

To make things more concrete we note that the collection of finite sequences M∗ over some
set M is the carrier of an initial algebra LM∗ μL−−→ M∗ of the functor L = M × − + 1. The
“deconstruction” function μL-1 sending a list to the pair of its first element and the rest of the list
(in M× A∗) in case of a nonempty list or to 1 in case of an empty one.

Note that any algebraM× A + 1 α−→ Amust be given by a pair of functions αcons : M×A→ A
and αnil : 1→ A, with α = αcons + αnil. The general statement from before now reduces to

!α = α ◦ (L !α) ◦ μL-1 = (αcons + αnil) ◦ (idM×!α + id1) ◦ μL-1

Specialising to the empty list ⟨⟩ and some list ⟨m1,m2, . . . ,mn⟩ one finds the following two
equalities; the pattern of which can be found in programming languages under the names fold or
reduce

!α ⟨⟩ = αnil 1 !α⟨m1,m2, . . . ,mn⟩ = αcons(m1, !α⟨m1,m2, . . . ,mn⟩)

The whole analysis can obviously be applied also to final coalgebras, though we are then in-
terested in corecursive transformations into the final coalgebra. The analogue statement to what
was said above for a morphism !α : α → νF into some final coalgebra X νF−−→ F X, out of some
F-coalgebra A α−→ F A now becomes !α = νF-1 ◦ F!α ◦ α.

This equation, also, lends itself to a quite intuitive interpretation. A corecursive morphism
out of an algebra carried by A must be equivalent to taking something apart into the structure
specified by F, using α, transform the constituents of this structure using itself (!α), and finally
combining “back” the thus produced results using νF-1.

We studied earlier the final coalgebra M∞ ν(M×−)
−−−−−→ M×M∞. Recall how this algebra was
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1.5 Building final coalgebras

a terminal object by way of the morphism assigning “elements” of any other algebra to the se-
quences they generated. This is essentially just paraphrasing the above statement, any element
a ∈ A in the carrier of α : A→ M×A is first taken apart into a pair α a = (m1, a′) ∈ M×A, trans-
formed through !α into (m1, !αa′) and then turned into a sequence ⟨m1,m2, . . . ⟩ by (νM × −)-1
(with m2, . . . given by !αa′). Such a coalgebra thus describes a stream producer; its states given
by the elements of A and each application of the algebra producing another piece of the resulting
stream.

As it turns out, one can take the analogy to everyday (co)recursive functions even one step
further. Given any F-algebra FA α−→ A one can construct an ωop-chainA α←− F A F α←− F2 A← · · ·.
Under the intuition that F A describes some form of expression or structure over A this chain can
be thought of a reification of the recursive application of α. Assuming F has an initial algebra
FX μF−−→ X consider some element x of its carrier X...

..X ..F X . ..Fn+1 X ..· · ·

..A ..F A . ..Fn+1 A ..· · ·

.

!α

.

F !α

.

Fn+1 !α

.

μF-1

.

α

.

F(μF-1)

.

Fn (μF-1)

.

F α

.

Fn α

.

Fn+1 (μF-1)

.

Fn+1 α

Figure 1.8: Recursive application of F-algebra α in terms of ωop-chain.

The idea is that this element can be taken apart with successive applications of (μF)-1, i.e. using
one of the morphisms (μFn)-1 ◦ · · · ◦ (μF)-1 : X → Fn+1 X, moved over to Fn+1A using Fn+1 !α
and then iteratively merged down into A by following the α chain from before. The situation is
summarised in the diagram of Figure 1.8, which commutes thanks to all the inner squares doing
so due to !α being an F-morphism.

Commutativity of this diagram means just what was said before, that these recursively defined
morphisms correspond to taking apart the initial structure and recombine it using α.

Since the existence and uniqueness of solutions to these “(co)recursive specifications” were,
essentially, just reformulations of the property of being an initial algebra/final coalgebra we can
conclude by saying that being definable in terms of an initial algebra or final coalgebra couldmore
or less be intuitively formulated as supporting such a notion of a (co)recursive transformation.

1.5 Building final coalgebras

The relation between final coalgebras and initial algebras to (co)recursion observed in the previ-
ous section can in some cases be used to explicitly construct them. The argument is somewhat
akin to the Kleene fixed-point theorem.

As for algebras in the previous section, and particularly Figure 1.8, we note that anyF-coalgebra
A a−→ FA defines a ω-chain A → FA → F2A → · · ·. This chain, in turn, defines a cone
!A,F!A ◦ α,F2!A ◦ Fα ◦ α, . . . over the ωop-chain 1 !F1←− F1 F!F1←−− F21 ← · · · as illustrated in
the lower half of Figure 1.9. That this is indeed a cone can be realised by a simple inductive
argument.
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....Q ..FQ . ..FnQ ..· · ·.

..A ..FA . ..FnA ..· · ·

..1 ..F1 . ..Fn1 ..· · ·

.

ν

.

F ν

.

Fn ν

.φ .F φ . Fnφ.

α

.

F α

.

Fnα

.

!

.

F !

.

Fn!

.
m

.
Fm

.
Fnm

.

!

.

F!

.

Fn!

Figure 1.9: Chains given by coalgebras φ and α.

The first square of the lower half of Figure 1.9, or equivalently the equation !F1 ◦ F!FA ◦ α =
!A, commutes since arrows into a terminal object are unique. All later squares are simply the
images of this first one through F, and thus commute by functoriality of F. That the proposed
cone is indeed a cone now follows since combining two such squares along an edge preserves
commutativity.

Now observe that this generalises cones out of the first object FnA in any ω-chain FnA Fnα−−→

Fn+1A Fn+1α−−−→ Fn+2A→ · · · induced by the coalgebra. Denoting the projections out of A ρ0
k the

projections ρn
kout of FnA are then given by

ρn
k =


!F1 ◦ F!F1 ◦ · · · ◦ Fn−1!F1 ◦ Fn!A
Fn!A
Fk!A ◦ Fk−1α ◦ Fk−2α ◦ · · · ◦ Fnα

=


Fn−k!FkA k < n
Fn!A k = n
Fkρ0

k−n k > n

Or, in other words, by passing down to Fn1 by Fn!A and following the ωop-chain back or by first
following the ω-chain and then passing down to the ωop-chain in Figure 1.10.

..

..F1 ..F21 ..· · · ..Fn1 ..· · ·

.

. ..A .

..Q . ..FA

. ..FQ ..

m

.

α

.

φ

.
Fm

.

!

.

Fn!

.

Fν0

.

Fν1

.

Fνn-1

. ..
.

.

.

Figure 1.10: Mediating morphisms are
F-homomorphisms.

The trick, now, is to consider the case where a category
supports two limits of the chain 1 ← F1 ← · · ·, one
out of Q and one out of FQ for some Q. The induced
(cone-)isomorphism φ between Q and FQ then defines
an F-coalgebra. We will now see that if such a coalgebra
exists, it will be terminal.

It is easily seen to be weakly terminal (that is to say,
there always exist morphisms into it, though they need
not be unique). For any F-coalgebra A α−→ FA the obvi-
ous choice of such morphism is the one given by the fact
that Q carries a limit over 1 ← F1 ← F11 ← · · · and
that α induces a cone over this chain as discussed above.
One therefore just has to prove that such morphisms also
constitute F-coalgebra morphisms.

But any cone morphism into Q also constitutes a F-
coalgebra morphism into φ. Assume m : A → Q to be such a (indeed the unique, since Q
carries a limit) cone morphism. Since φ is by construction a cone morphism it is enough to show
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1.5 Building final coalgebras

that both φ ◦m and Fm ◦ α are cone morphisms into the, terminal, cone carried by FQ (in which
case they must be equal due to uniqueness of such morphisms). But φ ◦ m is trivially a cone
morphism since both φ and m are (by construction).

Denoting the projections out of Q by νk it thus remains to prove that Fνk ◦ Fm ◦ α = ρk+1, but

Fνk ◦ Fm ◦ α =

= F(νk ◦m) ◦ α Functoriality of F
= Fρk ◦ α m cone morphism
= ρk+1 definition of ρ

Thus φ ◦ m = Fm ◦ α meaning m constitutes an F-coalgebra morphism. Uniqueness of such
morphism now follows from the fact that any F-coalgebra morphism also constitutes a cone
morphism between the cones induced by the coalgebras.

This is quite easily realised by, again, applying an inductive argument similar to those before.
Consider the upper sequence of squares in Figure 1.9 and assume m to be an F-coalgebra mor-
phism. The first square commutes by definition of such morphisms. All the following squares
commute by functoriality of F meaning all combinations of such squares, along the appropriate
edge, commute. The “triangles” Fkν0 ◦Fkm = Fkρ0 commute since morphisms into 1 are unique
(meaning ν0 ◦ m = ρ0) and F is functorial. One thus has, specifically, that any F-coalgebra
morphism into φ also constitutes a cone morphism, meaning m must be the unique and thus that
φ is a terminal coalgebra.

One has thus concluded a proof of the following theorem, due to Lambek [12] with the above
presentation inspired by Smyth & Plotkin [18]:

Theorem 5. An endofunctor F : C → C such that C has a limit over the ω-chain 1 ← F1 ←
F21← · · · that is preserved by F has a terminal coalgebra, given by the limit over this chain.

A similar argument can be made for initial algebras. In the final chapter we will investigate
a particular class of well behaved functors to which this theorem applies. Doing so, though,
requires an understanding of locally cartesian closed categories; one which will, hopefully, be
developed in the following two chapters.
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Chapter 2

Bundles

Before continuing with studying endofunctors and their algebras we will need to investigate cat-
egorical notions generalising those of products and coproducts indexed by a set, to products and
coproducts indexed by some object internal to a category. In the language of (dependent) type
theories this corresponds, roughly, to what is known as a dependent sum and product (see for
example the suggested semantics of Seely [17]).

For such operations to make sense one first needs to define a notion of how one object of a
category can be indexed by (or depend on) another object of the same category. A naive approach
within classical set theory might be to give such structure by a family of sets S and either a
function S → I assigning to each set its index or a function I→ S assigning to each index a set.

A blatant issue with this approach is that such a notion of a collection of objects, not to mention
a morphism into such a collection, is dependent upon the specific structure of Set and does not
readily translate into a more general categorical setting.

The second suggestion, considering functions S → I, can be salvaged by a slight modification.
If one instead assigns to each element of a set in S the index of the set containing it (assuming
the sets are disjoint) one can describe the structure by a function

∪
S → I. The original sets of S

correspond, then, to the fibres over elements (indices) of I. Notice that any function into I gives
such a structure, since its domain is trivially the union of its (necessarily disjoint) fibres.

Passing to a general categorical setting an object indexed by some other object I would thus be
given by a morphism domA A−→ I. We will call such objects bundles over I or, simply, I-bundles.

..
..domA . ..domB

. ..I .

.
A

.

φ

.
B

Figure 2.1: Commutative diagram for
I-bundle morphism φ : A → B.

Intuitively one might want to think of A as describing the
space the bundle varies in while α describes the dependence
on the parameter I. Alternatively one might, at times, wish to
consider α as a form of typing or indexing operation assigning
(by composition) types or indices from I, to the generalised
elements of A.

With this vocabulary a slice (alt. over category or special
case of comma category) C/I over some object I turns into a
category of all objects depending on I, that is to say of all I-
bundles. The morphisms of such a category satisfy diagrams as in Figure 2.1 which in the above
interpretations can be said to correspond to preservation of indices. Indeed in Set it is easy to
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2 Bundles

see that such morphisms correspond to collections of functions between the fibres of the two
bundles.

If a category has a terminal object 1 it is, itself, isomorphic toC/1 by associating to every object
a its unique 1-bundle.

2.1 Sums and products

Recall that, in Set, the domain of a bundle was the union of its (disjoint) fibres. This suggest that,
in some sense, the domain of a bundle already describes a coproduct/sum simply by “forgetting”
the indexing structure. Also, staying for now in Set, a function f : domA → X for some
domA A−→ I, corresponds naturally to a collection of functions into X, out of the fibres of the
bundle A. This might put one in mind of the definition of coproducts in terms of representable
functors or as a left adjoint to a diagonal functor.

Both these facts suggest that the domain functor considered as a functor from a bundle category
could serve as a general notion of coproduct of a bundle, as it does in Set. This then begs the
question of what can constitute the right adjoint to this functor, or in other words, what can
correspond to the diagonal functor.

Fix, for now, some A and X in C/I and C, respectively, and let ΣI and ΛI denote the domain
functor and its potential right adjoint. Going back to considering adjointness we are thus inter-
ested in “lifting” morphisms ΣIA→ X to morphisms α→ ΛIX, and doing so bijectively.

In a category with binary products one has a natural way to “lift” h to a morphism α → ΛIX
in a way such that h can be recovered. Constructing the bundle ΛIX = X× I π′−→ I given by
the projection onto I one can associate a morphism h : ΣIA → X to the mediating morphism
⟨h,A⟩ : A→ X× I induced by h and A (as a morphism in the ambient category).

The morphism satisfies the requirements for constituting a morphism in C/I simply since π′
is a projection and therefore π′ ◦ ⟨h,A⟩ = A by definition. Furthermore h can be recovered by
composition with the other projection π.

Assuming one has a forgiving foundation or that the category is locally small one would thus
wish to prove that the above suggested bijection constitutes a natural isomorphism

HomC(ΣIX,Y) ∼= HomC/I(X,ΛIY) natural in X and Y.

We already noted that trivially π ◦ ⟨h, α⟩ = h for any h : ΣIA→ X. Conversely one has for any
k : A→ ΛIX that trivially π ◦ k = π ◦ k while π′ ◦ k = A follows directly from the fact that k is
an I-bundle morphism. But this means ⟨π1 ◦ k, α⟩ = k by uniqueness of mediating arrows and
therefore implies the suggested map is, indeed, a bijection.

It therefore remains to prove that the isomorphism is natural (in A and X). In order to unwrap
the definition of naturality let h : B → A be an I-bundle morphism (for some I-bundle B) and
k : X→ Y be some morphism inC. Naturality is now given by satisfying, for any f : ΣIA→ X,
the following equality

(k× IdI) ◦ ⟨f , α⟩ ◦ h = ΛIk ◦ ⟨f ,A⟩ ◦ h = ⟨k ◦ f ◦ ΣIh, β⟩ = ⟨k ◦ f ◦ h, β⟩

The central equality being the definition of naturality and the others given by expanding the
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2.1 Sums and products

functors ΛI and ΣI. By uniqueness of the mediating arrow ⟨k ◦ f ◦ h, β⟩ the equality is equivalent
to the two equalities

π ◦ (k× IdI) ◦ ⟨f , α⟩ ◦ h = k ◦ π1 ◦ ⟨f , α⟩ ◦ h = k ◦ f ◦ h
π′ ◦ (k× IdI) ◦ ⟨f , α⟩ ◦ h = π′ ◦ ⟨f , α⟩ ◦ h = α ◦ h = β

The isomorphism is thus natural and the adjointness ΣI ⊣ ΛI holds. In summary one thus has
that ΣI has a right adjoint in any category with binary products.

Given this “diagonal” functor and its left adjoint the next obvious question to ask is whether ΛI
can have a right adjoint, serving as a notion of an internally indexed product. Finding a candidate
for right adjoint is somewhat less obvious. By analogy to the situation in Set one would wish
the product of a bundle over I to be given by I-tuples, that is to say, morphisms out of I. More
specifically one would with to have those tuples with the component at i lying in the fibre over I,
which can be formalised as those morphisms out of I which are sections of the bundle in question.
Wewill get back to this idea later, for now just notice that this suggests that it might be worthwhile
to consider an underlying category with exponentials.

..
..X ..1

..(ΣIA)I ..II

.

!X

.δf . ιI.
AI

Figure 2.2: Reformulated I-bundle
morphism property for f .

Thus assume that the underlying category C has expo-
nential objects. Wishing to work towards a right adjoint to
ΛI we consider HomC/I(ΛIX,A) for some object X and I-
bundle A. Any such morphism is constituted by a morphism
I × X → ΣIA in C (satisfying the commutative triangle as
in Figure 2.1). By the adjunction (I × −) ⊣ (−I), defin-
ing the exponential object, every such I-bundle morphism
f : ΛIX → A is naturally, and bijectively, associated to a
morphism δf : X→ (ΣIA)I

As δ is an isomorphism the property of the above f constituting an I-bundle morphism is
equivalent to δ(A ◦ f) = δ(ΛIX). Naturality furthermore means that δ(A ◦ f) = AI ◦ δf .

The trick of the argument is now to realise that not only the left hand side of the equation can
be factored. Given that C has a terminal object 1 every object X is associated to an I−bundle
morphism ΛI!X, which satisfies ΛIX = ΛI1◦ΛI!X, with !X the unique terminal morphism X→ 1.

Once again applying naturality of δ we therefore see that

δ(ΛIX) =

= δ(ΛI1 ◦ ΛI!X) = ΛI!X I-morphism (ΛI1 as morphism in C)
= δ(ΛI1 ◦ (id×!X)) = definition of ΛI on morphism
= δ(ΛI1) ◦ !X δ natural

We denote δ(ΛI1) by ιI and note that one has thus reformulated the property of a morphism I×
X→ ΣIA constituting an I-bundle morphism ΛIX→ A in a way applicable to anymorphism into
ΣIA, namely that it constitutes a pullback cone (though not necessarily a limit!) as in Figure 2.2.

Since 1 is terminal (meaning the morphisms into it are unique) and, once again, δ is an iso-
morphism one even has that the relevant I-bundle morphisms correspond exactly to such cones.
Whenever the underlying category has a corresponding pullback limit one can then finally notice
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that these pullback cones, and thus the I-morphisms, in turn correspond exactly to the mediating
morphisms (i.e. the terminal cone morphisms) into this pullback.

..
..ΠIA ..1

..(ΣIA)I ..II

.

AI

.

X

.

δ′′f

.
δf

.π . ιI.
AI

Figure 2.3: ΠI acting on A.

One would thus wish to prove that a choice of such pull-
backs (one for each I-bundle A) will define a right adjoint
functor ΠI by mapping a function f to its associated (mediat-
ing) morphism δ′′f into the chosen pullback, as just described.

To prove that ΠI actually defines a functor and that this func-
tor is a right adjoint to ΛI it is enough to prove that the counit
ε = δ′′-1 idΠI− : ΛIΠI− → − of the proposed adjunction
satisfies εA ◦ (ΛIδ′′f) = f for every f : ΛIX→ A.

Notice that, following the earlier description, any compo-
nent εA of the counit must be given by δ-1πAI,ιI

where πAI,ιI
(abbreviated π) is the (pullback) projection of ΠIA onto AI. With the situation summarised in
Figure 2.3 we see that

εA ◦ ΛI(δ′′f) =
= δ-1π ◦ (IdI×δ′′f) note above and definition of ΛI
= δ-1(π ◦ δ′′f) δ natural transformation.
= δ-1δf δ′′f cone morphism
= f δ isomorphism

We can thus conclude that ΠI really is a right adjoint functor to ΛI and have thus proved the
following theorem

Theorem 6. A category C with terminal object, pullbacks and exponentials has adjoint functors
ΣI ⊣ ΛI ⊣ ΠI (for every object I of C) where ΣI is the restriction of the domain functor and ΛI
and ΠI are given as above.

InSet this choice of ΠI fits quite well with the intuition that ΠIA should correspond to sections
of A. The morphism AI : (ΣIA)I → II acts essentially by post-composition with A and taking a
pullback of this along an element of II corresponds to finding a subobject of (ΣIA)I describing
those morphisms that, when composed with A, equal this morphism. One thus just has to notice
that ιI essentially just picks out the identity morphism as an element of II.

The above functors are usually presented in a more general form (see for example the later
chapters of Awodey’s book [6]). As is noted byMac Lane andMoerdijk [14], though, the general
form we will see below follows quite easily from what we already know.

First note that a category with terminal object as well as both products and exponentials in
all its slice categories (generally known as a locally cartesian closed category, though such are
not always assumed to have a terminal object) also has pullbacks and binary products. It has
pullbacks since pullbacks are but binary products in an appropriate slice and binary products
since they can be given by the binary products in the slice over the terminal object. Such a
category thus satisfies the conditions for having the functors of Theorem 6.

Furthermore such a category is such that Theorem 6 can be applied also to its slice categories,
since each slice trivially has a terminal object (given by the identity morphism of the object the
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2.1 Sums and products

slice is taken over). What interests us now is the fact that a slice of a slice category is isomorphic
to (just) a slice of the original category.

To see this take some bundle ΣIA
A−→ I in some sliceC/I and consider the slice category (C/I)/A.

Its objects are I-bundle morphisms into A, meaning they are given by morphisms into ΣIA from
the underlying category C.

Conversely any such morphism f : B → ΣIA into ΣIA in the underlying category trivially
constitutes an I-bundle morphism out of the bundle given by A ◦ f into A. It is therefore also an
object of (C/I)/ΣIA. Acting essentially by identity one thus has an isomorphism (C/I)/A∼= C/ΣIA.

Applying these isomorphisms to the functors for all the slice categories by Theorem 6 one
gets functors Λf : C/I→ C/J and Σf ,Πf : C/J→ C/I for any morphism (in C) f : J → I. As the
products of the bundles are given by pullbacks in the underlying categoryC one quickly realises
that the functor Λf corresponds to taking pullbacks along f (visualised in Figure 2.4).

Recalling how the slice-of-a-slice isomorphism from above was defined we also have that
the left adjoint Σf acts, simply, by post-composing a bundle (as a morphism of the underlying
category) with f and an I-morphism to itself (now considered as a J-morphism). In summary we
therefore have that

Theorem 7. A category C with terminal object and the slices of which have products and expo-
nentials (a locally cartesian closed category with terminal object) has left and right adjoints Σf
and Πf for all pullback functors Λf along any f .

..
..ΣIΛf A ..ΣJA

..I ..J

.Λf A . A.
f

Figure 2.4: Pullback along f as a
functor C/J →C/I

How, then, can these more general functors be interpreted in
the context of bundles? It might first be worth noting that the
functors of Theorem 6 can be recovered by using the isomor-
phism between C and C/1 for any terminal object 1. The func-
tors ΣI,ΠI and ΛI are then given, essentially, by Σ!I ,Π!I and Λ!I
where !I : I → 1 is the unique terminal morphism. When con-
venient we will let this isomorphism and equality be implicit,
suppressing explicit mention of passing from C to C/1.

Notice furthermore that for any f : I → J one has that Σf and Πf can be composed with Λf
(pulling back along f and then going back along it in two different ways). The fact that Σf ◦Λf is
a product functor f ×J − is quite simple to realise. For any A in the slice C/I the bundle Λf A is
constituted by the projection onto of f ×J A onto I, which is sent to f ◦Λf A by Σf . But this is just
the product bundle (the diagonal in Figure 2.4) which defined Λf ! That the functor acts correctly
on morphisms is obvious from the fact that the action of Σf on such morphisms is trivial.

By simply allying the fact that these functors are adjoint this gives us a similar result for Πf .
Applying the Hom-set isomorphisms of these adjunction Σf ⊣ Λf ⊣ Πf one sees that

Hom(X,Πf (Λf Y)) ∼= Hom(Λf X,Λf Y) ∼= Hom(Σf (Λf X),Y) naturally in X and Y.

This proves that Πf Λf− constitutes an exponential functor −f . Note that this means that a cate-
gory with terminal object, pullbacks and both left and right adjoints to the pullback functor (as
in Theorem 7) has products and exponentials in all its slices, thus turning the theorem into an
equivalence. From now on we will assume that all products and exponentials are given just in
this way.
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2.2 Exponentials, fibre-wise

While the morphisms of the slice categories behave something like collections of morphisms
between fibres we will now see that exponentials behave more like a single morphisms from
just one fibre to another; which reduced to the case of just a normal morphisms in the trivial
case of C/1 ∼= C. Indeed, this is already hinted at by the usual observation that Hom(A,B) ∼=
Hom(1,A→ B) which, as the terminal object of a slice category is isomorphic to the one given
by the identity morphism, means that the morphisms of a slice C/I correspond naturally to global
elements of the form I→ BA, intuitively picking out the exponential for each I.

In this section we will develop some basic tools for working with the exponential objects of
bundles, further suggesting the way in which they give an impression of acting on collections of
fibres. For example, we mentioned earlier that morphisms out of ΣIA, for some bundle ΣIA→ I,
corresponded, intuitively, to having a morphism out of each fibre of A. An aspect of this can be
formalised internal to the category by noticing the following proposition about exponentials

Hom(−, (ΣIA)→ X) ∼=
∼= Hom((ΣIA)×−,X) product ⊣ exponential adjunction
∼= Hom(ΣΣIAΛΣIA−,X) product in terms of Λ, Σ
∼= Hom(ΣIΣAΛAΛI−,X) Λ, Σ (pro)functor
∼= Hom(ΣI(A× ΛI−),X) product in terms of Λ, Σ
∼= Hom(A× (ΛI−),ΛIX) ΣI ⊣ ΛI adjunction
∼= Hom(ΛI−,A→ ΛIX) product ⊣ exponential adjunction
∼= Hom(−,ΠI(A→ ΛIX)) ΛI ⊣ ΠI adjunction

thus implying that (ΣIA) → X ∼= ΠI(A → ΛIX). That is to say, an exponential out of ΣIA for
some I-bundle A can be given by a section of exponentials out of (the fibres of) A, as long as one
does not have to worry about the dependence structure in the codomain.

..

..Σ(ΛΛf gA) ..ΣA

..ΣΛf g ..I

..K ..J

.Λgf.
g

.

f

.

∼ =
Λ f

Σ g
A

Figure 2.5: Pullbacks preserving
“vertical” composition.

Recall now the notion of exponentials as morphisms be-
tween (corresponding) fibres of two bundles A and B and that
of fibres as pullbacks (one which becomes very clear in Set
where a fibre in the usual sense is just a pullback along a global
element). These together should now prompt one to look for
a sensible interaction between pullbacks and exponentials.

Indeed, the idea that exponentials are given on specific fi-
bres could be interpreted as an intuitive formulation of the
statement that for any bundles A,B in C/I and morphism
f : I→ J one has that Λf A→ Λf B is naturally isomorphic to
Λf (A → B) or in other words that an exponential between (generalised) fibres are nothing but
fibres of the corresponding exponentials.

To prove this we will note the auxiliary proposition that any functor Λf ◦ Σg is isomorphic to
ΣΛf g ◦ΛΛgf , that is to say that pullbacks preserve Σ. This fact follows more or less instantly from
the fact that adjoining two pullback squares gives another pullback, with the current situation
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2.3 Bundles, fibre-wise

summarised in Figure 2.5. The proof is mostly tedious diagram chasing, and is left to an enquiring
reader. We note simply that this proposition implies that

Hom(X,Λf ΠgY) ∼= Hom(ΛgΣf X,Y) ∼= Hom(ΣΛgf ΛΛf gX,Y) ∼= Hom(X,ΠΛf gΛΛgf Y)

The above isomorphism is natural in X and Y ans thus yields a natural isomorphism Λf ◦ Πg ∼=
ΠΛf g ◦ ΛΛgf for the relevant f and g. That is to say that pullbacks preserve, also, Π. Before
continuing we thus have
Lemma 8. Pullbacks commute with Σ and Π in the sense that for any f : K→ J and g : I→ J

Λf ◦ Σg ∼= ΣΛgf ◦ ΛΛf g and Λg ◦ Πf ∼= ΠΛf g ◦ ΛΛgf

The above is an instance of what is known as the Beck-Chevalley condition and going back to
what was discussed earlier it means that one can now conclude

Λf A→ Λf B ∼=
∼= ΠΛf AΛΛf AΛf B Exponential as Π and Λ
∼= ΠΛf AΛΣf Λf AB Λ profunctor
∼= ΠΛf PΛΣAΛAf B commute product
∼= ΠΛf AΛΛAf ΛAB Λ profunctor
∼= Λf ΠAΛAB ∼= Λf (A→ B) Lemma 8

Concluding this section on the behaviour of exponentials of bundles we have thus proved the
following two statements
Theorem 9. Exponential objects in slices of locally cartesian closed categories behave like mor-
phisms between fibres in the sense that for valid f and g one has:

(ΣSA)→ B ∼= ΠS(A→ ΛSB) and (Λf A→ Λf B) ∼= Λf (A→ B)

with both of the equations natural in both A and B.

2.3 Bundles, fibre-wise

We introduced bundles to recover the notion of an indexed family of objects, or, in other words,
the notion of a parametrised or dependent object. In Set these were, essentially, just familiar
notions of indexed families of sets which could be understood fibre-wise; as assigning to each
element of the index set some (arbitrary) other set.

As it turns out one can, to some degree, recover the ability to describe bundles by their fibres,
which are then generalised by pullbacks. The extent to which this ability can be recovered is
given by how extensive the underlying category is, that is to say what coproducts it has and
to what extent they behave like a disjoint union with respect to pullbacks. What will interest
us specifically is the situation where a bundle can be recovered (as always, this means up to
isomorphism) from a coproduct of bundles by pulling back along the corresponding coprojection.
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2 Bundles

We consider, here, only bundles specified by a finite number of “fibres”, since this case re-
duces to considering binary coproducts; saving a lot of hassle both in formulating the relevant
conditions and in proving the properties we are interested in.

Given two bundles ΣA→ I and ΣB→ J one can construct a new bundle, over I+ J, by taking
(when it exists) the sum A + B as morphisms of C. Similarly, whenever C has pullbacks, one
can assign to any bundle ΣC → (I + J) a pair of bundles ΣΛiC → I and ΣΛi′C → J by pulling
back along the coprojections i and i′ of I + J. The notion of specifying bundles fibre-wise could
therefore be satisfies if

C ∼= ΛiC + Λi′C and A ∼= Λi(A + B) B ∼= Λi′(A + B)

for all pairs of bundles ΣA→ I, ΣB→ J and ΣC→ (I + J) as before.
First note that for any pair of morphisms ΣA → I and ΣB → J the bundle A + B → I + J

is a coproduct ΣiA +S Σi′B (as bundles over I + J). In fact, it is easy to see that it inherits the
mediating morphisms from the underlying category. Denoting the terminal bundle (which must
be isomorphic to the bundle given by idA) over A by 1A and considering the first equation from
above one sees that

ΛiC + Λi′C ∼=
∼= ΣiΛiC +I+J Σi′Λi′C as above
∼= ΣCΛCi +I+J ΣCΛCi′ commute product
∼= ΣCΛC(i1 +I+J i2) ΣR, ΛR left adjoints
= ΣCΛC(1I+J) sum of coprojections identity
∼= ΣC1ΣC ∼= C ΛR right adjoint

Turning to the latter equation it turns out that an adequate conditions for it to hold is that
the coproduct is disjoint. That is to say that all coprojections are monic and that any pullback
of distinct coprojections is trivial in the sense that it is given by an initial object (implying the
projections out of this trivial pullback are simply the unique initial morphisms).

Note that the pullback of a monic morphism along itself is given by a trivial bundle with the
projections given by identity arrows and that this means that Λii ∼= 1I, as the identity morphisms
(as bundles) are terminal objects. Now

Λi(ΣiA +I+J Σi′B) ∼=
∼= ΛiΣiA +I ΛiΣi′B Λ left adjoint
∼= ΣΛiiΣΛiiA +I ΛΛii′ΣΛi′ iB Theorem 8
∼= Σ1I

Σ1I
A +I Λ0I

Σ0I
B note above

∼= A 1I terminal 0I initial

Theorem 10. For a locally cartesian closed category C with disjoint coproducts there is an
equivalence C/I×C/J ∼= C/I+J given by mapping a pair of bundles ΣIA → I,ΣJB → J to their
sum ΣIA + ΣJB→ I + J and a bundle ΣI+JC→ I + J to the pair ΛiC, Λi′C.
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2.4 Lifting functors

Not only does this give a notion of constructing a bundle by its fibres. It also allows one to
actually define “finite” bundles of objects by considering them as bundles over finite sums of
terminal objects. That is to say, a bundle specified by its pullbacks along some global elements.

2.4 Lifting functors

Since functors preserve commutativity of diagrams one can note that any functor G : C → D
defines collections of functors GI : C/I → D/G I between slice categories, one for each object
I of C. Since we have been working with numerous examples of adjoint functors one might
thus wonder whenever a (left) adjoint F : D → C ⊣ G of G gives rise to a left adjoint to the
corresponding bundle functors.

..
..Σ A . ..Σ(GIB)

. ..G I .

.

= G(ΣB)

.
A

.

φ

.
GIB

.
..Σ(δA) . ..Σ B

. ..I .

.

= F(ΣA)

.
δA

.

δ φ

.
B

Figure 2.6: Adjunction acting on bundles

Therefore consider some (G I)-morphism φ : A→ GI B as in the left of Figure 2.6. Denoting
the Hom-set isomorphism by δ notice that δ φ constitutes a morphism δ A→ B in C/I as

B ◦ δ φ = δ(G B ◦ φ) = δ A

meaning the right part of Figure 2.6 commutes as well and that the Hom-set isomorphism of the
original adjunction looks like a Hom-set adjunction for the bundle functors.

An essentially identical argument shows the converse result to be true, thus proving that δ is an
isomorphism also in the case of bundles. Furthermore we already know this isomorphism to be
natural in C, but this carries over directly to the case of bundles as all we have done is to prove
these morphisms to have some additional properties.

Recalling that the functors GI were defined as applying G to a bundle as morphism in the
underlying category and Σf (for, say, f : I → J) is defined by composition with f we notice that
GI commutes with Σf in the sense that GJ ◦ Σf = ΣG f ◦ GI. Finally

δ A = εI ◦ FA = ΣεI
FG I A

where ε is the counit of the original adjunction F ⊣ G. Notice that this is not the actual left
adjoint functor we are currently considering, but simply a statement about how this left adjoint
functor acts on objects. We will use this fact in the proof of our next theorem. For now

Theorem 11. Functors G : C→ D lift to functors GI : C/I→D/GI such that:

1. For I one has that GI commutes with Σf for f : I→ J in that GJ ◦ Σf = ΣGIf ◦ GI.

2. If G is part of an adjunction F ⊣ G, then so is every GI. Furthermore the left adjoint acts
on objects like ΣεI

◦ FGI where ε is the counit of the adjunction F ⊣ G.
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2 Bundles

2.5 A choice theorem

Recall that we could explicitly calculate ΠI by ΛιI
−I or, in our new terminology, by ΛιI

◦
(
−I)

I.
Consider now ΠIΣgA for some ΣIA→ J and g : J→ I

ΠIΣgA ∼=
∼= ΛιI

(
−I)

I ΣgA explicit Π
= ΛιI

Σ(−I)Ig
(
−I)

J A commute as in 11.1c
∼= Σ(ΛιI (−

I)g)Λ(Λ(−I)gιI)
(
−I)

J A Lemma 8
∼= ΣΠIg Λπ

(
−I)

J A explicit Π

where π = Λ(−I)IgιI is the (pullback) projection of ΠIg onto gI as in the definition of ΠI. Notice
that one has thus “decomposed” ΠIΣg as in Figure 2.7.

..
..ΣΛπ(−I)A ..ΠIg ..1

..Σ(−I)A ..Σ(−I)g = JI ..Σ(−I)I = II

.

∼= ΠIΣgA

.

= (−I)IΣgA

.π. ιI.
AI

.
gI

Figure 2.7: Decomposing ΠIΣgA

Recalling the fact that the functors lifted from the underlying category inherited the property
of having adjoints and what we know of how this left adjoint to (−I)J

Hom(−,Λπ
(
−I)

J A) ∼= Hom(Σπ−,
(
−I)

J A) ∼= Hom(ΣεI
(I×−)JI Σπ−,A)

With εI the relevant component of the counit of the adjunction I × − ⊣ −I. Recall from the
definition of ΠI that δ-1π = ΣIε′′g where ε′′g is a component of the counit ΛIΠI → 1I. Furthermore,
with a little thought, one realises that for any M, (I×−)M ∼= Λπ′S,M where π′S,M is the projection
S×M→ M onto M

ΣεI
◦ (I×−)JI ◦ Σπ ∼=
∼= ΣεI

◦ Σ(I×−)π ◦ (I×−)ΠIg commute as in 11.1
∼= ΣεI ◦ (I×−)δ(ΣIε′′g ) ◦ Λπ′ two notes above
∼= Σδ-1δ(ΣIε′′g ) ◦ Λπ′ ε counit
∼= ΣΣIε′′g ◦ Λπ′ δ isomorphism
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2.5 A choice theorem

Now with π′ : I× ΠIg→ ΠIg. Continuing from where we left of before one can now conclude

Hom(−,Λπ
(
−I)

J A) ∼= Hom(ΣεI
(I×−)JI Σπ−,A)

∼= Hom(ΣΣIε′′g ◦ Λπ′−,A) ∼= Hom(−,Ππ′ΛΣIε′′g A)

Since this implies Λπ
(
−I)

J A ∼= Ππ′ΛΣIε′′g A and all the applied isomorphisms are natural in A
we now have a proof of the following

Theorem 12 (Generally attributed to Martin-Löf [15]). For any morphism g : R→ S

ΠI ◦ Σg ∼= ΣΠIg ◦ Ππ′ ◦ ΛΣIε′′g

where ε′′ is the counit of ΛI ⊣ ΠI and π′ the projection I× ΠIg→ ΠIg.

An interesting special case is given by g = πI,J : I× J→ I since then

ΠIπI,J ∼= ΠIΛIJ ∼= (I→ J)

and (it turns out) ΣIε′′πI,J
= ⟨πI,I→J, εJ⟩ : I× (I→ J)→ I× J. Intuitively, therefore, the statement

tells us that taking a section thought a projection picks out (the graph of) a function and that one
might as well have considered this function to begin with. A shorter discussion of relation of this
theorem to the axiom of choice (or more precisely what is known as the type theoretic axiom of
choice) can be found in the study of Awodey [5].
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Chapter 3

Enriching bundles

In the last chapter we explored how bundle categories over a locally cartesian closed base cat-
egory behaved like categories of objects indexed over objects of this locally cartesian closed
base category. The morphisms would then look like collections of morphisms between the cor-
responding forms any two such indexed objects might take.

Now, while there is no obvious way to consider the collection of fibres of any given bundle in
such a way as to make a direct analogy of the above result we do have the right adjoint functor
ΠS; providing an abstract notion of quantification over an object S of the underlying category.

Indeed, we saw already that ΣIA → X ∼= ΠI(A → ΛIX); that is to say that as long as one
does not have to care about preserving indexing structure any morphism is already given by an I-
quantified “collection” of morphisms! The obvious generalisation is thus to think of I-morphisms
A→ B as given by the object ΠI(A→ B).

To do so formally, though, one must have a framework within which one can pass from sets of
morphisms, to objects of morphisms in some other category. The natural setting for doing so is
given by the theory of enriched categories.

In keeping with this text’s goal of remaining reasonably self-contained we here will introduce
the theory of enriched categories but, trying to maintain our second goal, that of remaining as
elementary as reasonably possible, we will consider only the special cases applicable to what we
will be using it for. Any more inquisitive reader is referred to a proper introduction (such as the
one by Kelly [11]).

In general one would consider enrichment over arbitrary monoidal categories (or at least arbi-
trary symmetric or closed monoidal categories). That is to say, categories adorned with a unital
and associative binary operator satisfying certain coherence equations making all relevant dia-
grams commute (see for example the usual reference by Mac Lane [13]).

We will restrict ourselves to the case where enrichments are taken over a (locally) cartesian
closed category, with the tensor product given by some choice of cartesian product and the collec-
tions of morphisms witnessing uniticity given by projections el : 1×− → − and er : −×1→ −
and those witnessing associativity (alt. the associator, which we will denote α) given by the
unique cone morphisms guaranteed by the fact that both (A×B)×C and A× (B×C) constitute
limits over the discrete diagram consisting of A, B, and C.

Anyone interested can verify that this actually gives a monoidal category. We will instead
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3 Enriching bundles

restrict ourselves to the special case of locally closed cartesian categories and prove whatever
equalities are required along the way. Our overall goal will be to be able to consider the bundle
categories C/S and their associated structure as being enriched over C.

3.1 Enriched categories

Begin by recalling the usual definition of a locally small category C. A collection of objects obj C
and for each pair of objects A and B some set of morphisms C(A,B) = HomC(A,B) together
with a composition operator ◦A,B,C : C(B,C)×C(A,B)→ C(A,C) and identity morphisms idA
in C(A,A). Furthermore the composition operator(s) must satisfy an associativity condition and
the identity morphisms must constitute both left and right identities.

Translating this to a slightly more category theoretic language one has an object (of Set)
C(A,B) for each pair of objects, a morphism C(B,C)× C(A,B) → C(A,C) (for each triplet of
objects) constituting the composition operator, as well as (global) elements idA : 1 → C(A,A)
(for each object) picking the identity morphisms.

The associativity and identity conditions completing the categorical formulation of a locally
small category are captured by commutativity of the diagrams in Figure 3.1, for all objects A, B,
and C of C.

..
..C(B,B)× C(A,B) ..1× C(A,B)

. ..C(A,B)

..

idB × IdC(A,B)

.
◦A,B,B

(a) Left unit

..
..C(A,B)× 1 ..C(A,B)× C(A,A)

..C(A,B) .

..

IdC(A,B) × idA

.
◦A,A,B

(b) Right unit

..

C(C,D)× (C(B,C)× C(A,B))

.

C(C,D)× (C(B,C)× C(A,B))

.

(C(C,D)× C(B,C))× C(A,B)

.

(C(C,D)× C(B,C))× C(A,B)

.
C(C,D)× C(A,C)

.
C(B,D)× C(A,B)

.

C(A,D)

.IdC(C,D) ×◦A,B,C . ◦B,C,D × IdC(A,B).

◦A,C,D

.

◦A,B,D

(c) Associativity

Figure 3.1: Category conditions as commutative diagrams

Given these formulations one can substitute any monoidal (and thus especially any cartesian
closed) category C for Set. Doing so yields the standard definition of category enriched over
C, also known simply as a C-category. Indeed, the requirement that a category be locally small
is now equivalent to being enriched over Set.
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3.1 Enriched categories

Definition 4. A collection of objects and an assignment of Hom-objects for any pair of such in
some cartesian closed (alt. monoidal) category C, with morphisms constituting an associative
composition operator with left and right units as captured in Figure 3.1 is called a C-category
or a category enriched over C.

Any (locally) cartesian closed category C (or more generally any closed monoidal category)
gives rise to an obvious enriched category C over itself; sharing the same collection of objects
and with the morphism object from A to B given by the exponential C(A,B) = BA. Constructing
the internal composition operator C(B,C) × C(A,B) → C(A,C), can now be done, essentially,
by applying the counits of the adjunctions (A × −) ⊣ (−A) and (B × −) ⊣ (−B). Intuitively
one can define such an operator by evaluating one morphisms at the time.

Note that the obvious way of doing so, the one presented below, gives a reverse composition
operator C(A,B)×C(B,C)→ C(A,C). To keep the presentation simple we will, throughout all
of this chapter, work with this reverse composition operator, reshuffling the axioms of 3.1 in the
obvious way. Formally we define this “evaluation” by following

..A× (BA × CB). (A× BA)× CB. B× CB. C. αA,BA,CB. εA × idCB. εB

where α is the natural transformation giving associativity as discussed above and εA and εB
are the counits of mentioned before. Applying the Hom-set isomorphism δA of the adjunction
(A×−) ⊣ (−A) one gets the operation (from now on suppressing the subscript of α)

mA,B,C = δA(εB ◦ (εA × idCB) ◦ α) : C(A,B)× C(B,C)→ C(A,C)

One must thus prove associativity as in Figure 3.1(c). As already noted we prove instead the
analogous equation for m, that is to say we prove that

mA,C,D ◦ (mA,B,C × idDC) ◦ α = mA,B,D ◦ (idBA×mB,C,D)

We do so by showing that both correspond, under the Hom set isomorphism of (A×−) ⊣ (−A),
to step-wise “evaluating” the innermost morphism, one at a time. That is to say that they both
correspond to

..A× (BA × (CB × DC)). ((A× BA)× CB)× DC.

(B× CB)× DC

.

C× DC

.

D

...

with the arrows given by (α × idDC) ◦ α ◦ (idA×α), (εA × idCB) × idDC , εB × idDC , and εC,
respectively, with εC the counit of (C×−) ⊣ (−C). Now

δ-1A(mA,C,D ◦ (mA,B,C × idDC) ◦ α) =
= δ-1AmA,C,D ◦ (idA×((mA,B,C × idDC) ◦ α)) δ natural
= δ-1AmA,C,D ◦ (idA×(mA,B,C × idDC)) ◦ (idA×α) × functor
= εC ◦ (εA × idDC) ◦ α ◦ (idA×(mA,B,C × idDC)) ◦ (idA×α) expand m
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3 Enriching bundles

= εC ◦ ((εA ◦ (idA×mA,B,C))× idDC) ◦ α ◦ (idA×α) α natural
= εC ◦ (δ-1AmA,B,C × idDC) ◦ α ◦ (idA×α) εA counit
= εC ◦ ((εB ◦ (εA × idCB) ◦ α)× idDC) ◦ α ◦ (idA×α) expand m
= εC ◦ (εB × idDC) ◦ ((εA × idCB)× idDC) ◦ (α × idDC) ◦ · · · × functor

and some similar shuffling gives the right hand side of the equation

δ-1(mA,B,D ◦ (idBA×mB,C,D)) =

= δ-1mA,B,D ◦ (idA×(idBA×mB,C,D)) δ natural
= εB ◦ (εA × idDB) ◦ α ◦ (idA×(idBA×mB,C,D)) expand m
= εB ◦ (εA × idDB) ◦ ((idA× idBA)× mB,C,D) ◦ α α natural
= εB ◦ (εA × idDB) ◦ (idA×BA ×mB,C,D) ◦ α × functor
= εB ◦ (idB×mB,C,D) ◦ (εA × idCB×DC) ◦ α × functor
= δ-1mB,C,D ◦ (εA × idCB×DC) ◦ α εB counit
= εC ◦ (εB × idDC) ◦ α ◦ (εA × idCB×DC) ◦ α expand m
= εC ◦ (εB × idDC) ◦ α ◦ (εA × (idCB × idDC)) ◦ α × functor
= εC ◦ (εB × idDC) ◦ ((εA × idCB)× idDC) ◦ α ◦ α α natural

To complete the argument the only thing left to realise, therefore, is that

(αX,Y,Z × idW) ◦ αX,Y×Z,W ◦ (idX×αY,Z,W) = αX×Y,Z,W ◦ αX,Y,Z×W

In our case this follows more or less directly from the fact that α is defined as the unique mor-
phisms into a limit. In the general case of arbitrary monoidal categories the equation is part of a
coherence condition defining a monoidal category.

Having thus defined an associative composition operator one needs to give the choice of iden-
tities. But we have already used these (enriched) identity morphisms in the previous chapter,
namely ιI : 1→ II used in the construction of ΠI. To conclude the proof one thus must show that

mA,A,B ◦ (ιA × idBA) = el er = mA,B,B ◦ (idBA ×ιB)

Similarly to the previous argument we apply the fact that the above equality is equivalent to

δ-1(mA,A,B ◦ (ιA × idBA)) = δ-1el δ-1er = δ-1(mA,B,B ◦ (idBA ×ιB))

But then, recalling from the construction of Π that by definition ιA = δAer , we have

δ-1mA,A,B ◦ (ιA × idBA) =

= δ-1mA,A,B ◦ (idA×(ιA × idBA)) δ natural
= εA ◦ (εA × idBA) ◦ α ◦ (idA×(ιA × idBA)) expand m
= εA ◦ (εA × idBA) ◦ ((idA× ιA)× idBA) ◦ α α natural
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3.2 Underlying categories

= εA ◦ ((εA ◦ (idA× ιA))× idBA) ◦ α × functorial
= εA ◦ (δ-1A ιA × idBA) ◦ α εA counit
= εA ◦ (er × idBA) ◦ α expand ι
= εA ◦ (idA× el) note below
= δ-1 el εA counit

The penultimate equality follows from the fact that both expressions are cone morphisms A ×
(1 × BA) → A × BA into the relevant limiting cone and is, in the general case, once again an
axiom of monoidal categories.

An essentially equal argument gives the second equality, and therefore
Theorem 13. Any cartesian closed category (or more generally any monoidal closed category)
gives rise to an enriched category over itself sharing the collection of objects, Hom-objects given
by exponentials and compositions/units as discussed above.

Especially, therefore, both a locally cartesian closed C and its slices C/I define enriched cat-
egories over themselves. Having realised this one can easily turn the objects of any C/I into a
category enriched over C, with the Hom-object A to B given by ΠI(A → B). Simply use the
composition operator used when considering C/I as being enriched over itself and note that ΠI,
as a right adjoint, preserves products. That is to say one can (reverse) compose by

..ΠI(A→ B)× ΠI(B→ C). ΠI((A→ B)×I (B→ C)). ΠI(A→ C)

Letting the identity morphisms be given by ΠS ιA : 1 ∼= ΠI1A → ΠI(A→ A) (pre-composing
with the relevant isomorphism to get the chosen terminal object) one has that the required dia-
grams commute more or less trivially by the fact that ΠS preserves products and terminal objects.
Indeed, the above argument applies to Πf for any f : S→ R, that is to say
Theorem 14. Any morphism f : I→ J of a cartesian closed category C defines an C/J-enriched
category; sharing objects with C/I and the Hom-object from A to B given by Πf (A→ B).

The identity morphism of A is given by Πf (ιA) and composition is done “in” C/I as discussed
above. Especially this is true for the unique morphisms !I : I → 1, meaning one can consider
each slice as being enriched over C, in the fashion mentioned earlier.

The similarity of this enrichment to the one of a locally cartesian category over itself can be
taken a step further. Note that Πf (A→ −) is right adjoint to the functor A×I Λf−, and that this
gives rise to a counit ε′A : A×I Λf Πf (A→ −)→ −.

Given a few moments with a pen and a piece paper one further realises that the above compo-
sition is once again given by the kind of step-wise evaluation used in the proof of Theorem 13,
though now using this counit. Both this left adjoint and its relation to the composition operator
of Theorem 14 will be of importance in Section 3.4.

3.2 Underlying categories

Appealing to the analogy of exponentials to Hom-sets it would seem reasonable to think of the
above discussed enriched category of a locally cartesian one over itself as being, essentially,
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3 Enriching bundles

the category itself. The question to ask is, therefore, to what extent such a (locally) cartesian
closedC can be recovered from the inducedC-category C given by enrichingC over itself. We
have already used the fact that one can “internalise” a morphism of a category the same way we
constructed the enriched identity morphisms, thus extending our ι to isomorphisms

Hom(A,B) ∼= Hom(A× 1,B) ∼= Hom(1,BA)

with the old ιA being given by ι(idA). Now, as is the defining property of isomorphisms, this
relation goes both ways; global elements 1→ BA correspond exactly to morphisms A→ B.

Assuming (if not by necessity, for convenience) thatC is locally small (i.e. Set enriched) one
can define a new locally small category, sharing objects with C (and therefore also with C), and
with its set of morphisms from some object A to some object B given by the global elements
1→ BA in C.

Identity morphisms are given in the obvious way and composition is given by the composition
operator of C. That is to say, if f : 1 → BA and g : 1 → CB are morphisms of this category
their (reverse) composition is given by mA,B,C ◦ ⟨f , g⟩. The category axioms follow more or less
trivially from earlier arguments.

Now this almost gives one an isomorphism between C and the thus constructed category, all
one has to prove is that the morphism A → C given by ι-1(mA,B,C ◦ ⟨f , g⟩) actually equals the
composition of ι-1g and ι-1f . Thus

ι-1(mA,B,C ◦ ⟨f , g⟩) = δ-1(mA,B,C ◦ (idA×⟨f , g⟩) ◦ e-1r )
= δ-1mA,B,C ◦ (idA×⟨f , g⟩) ◦ e-1r δ natural
= εB ◦ (εA × idCB) ◦ α ◦ (idA×⟨f , g⟩) ◦ e-1r expand m
= εB ◦ (εA × idCB) ◦ α ◦ ⟨π, ⟨f , g⟩ ◦ π′⟩ ◦ e-1r expand ×
= εB ◦ (εA × idCB) ◦ α ◦ ⟨idA, ⟨f , g⟩◦!A⟩ distribute e-1r
= εB ◦ (εA × idCB) ◦ α ◦ ⟨idA, ⟨f◦!A, g◦!A⟩⟩ distribute !A
= εB ◦ (εA × idCB) ◦ ⟨⟨idA, f◦!A⟩, g◦!A⟩ α natural
= εB ◦ (εA × idCB) ◦ ⟨(idA× f) ◦ ⟨idA, !A⟩, g◦!A⟩ (left) distribute f
= εB ◦ (εA × idCB) ◦ ⟨(idA× f) ◦ e-1r , g◦!A⟩ definition of e-1r
= εB ◦ (idB×g) ◦ ⟨εA ◦ (idA× f) ◦ e-1r ⟩, !A⟩ distribute εA and g
= δ-1g ◦ ⟨δ-1f ◦ e-1r , !A⟩ εA, εB counits
= δ-1g ◦ e-1r ◦ er ◦⟨δ-1f ◦ e-1r , !A⟩ er isomorphism
= δ-1g ◦ e-1r ◦δ-1f ◦ e-1r er natural/projection

But the above procedure works for any category enriched over C. In general terms one thus has

Definition 5. The underlying category CU of a C-category C shares its collection of objects and
has the collection of morphisms from A to B given by the global elements 1→ C(A,B).

The unit morphisms are given simply by the units of the enriched category (which are already
global elements of the right sort) and the (reverse) composition of two compatible morphisms f
and g is given by m ◦ ⟨f , g⟩.
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3.3 Enriched functors

In terms of this new terminology we have thus proved the following intuitive statement
Theorem 15. The underlying category of the C-category induced by C itself (with Hom-objects
given by exponentials) is isomorphic to C by way of the natural isomorphism ι presented above.

What about the underlying categories of the enrichments of bundle categories C/I over any
other C/J? Simply notice that

1J → Πf (BA) ∼=
∼= Λf 1J → BA Λf ⊣ Πf adjunction
∼= 1I → BA Λf right adjoint
∼= A→ B as before

Recalling that the composition operations involved are, essentially, those of a (locally) carte-
sian closed category over itself, and given a little time to tinker one quickly realises that this,
similarly to before, gives an isomorphism and therefore that
Theorem 16. The underlying category (C/I)U of an enriched bundle category (through Πf (A → B )
for appropriate f) is isomorphic to C/I.

Especially, therefore, one can be said to have formalised the earlier informational notion that
the collection of morphisms A→ B in some C/I could being given by the object ΠI(A→ B) in
the ambient category C.

3.3 Enriched functors

The concept of a functor between categories carries over to the theory of enriched categories
more or less as easily as did the notion of category itself.

Begin once again by recalling the definition of functor between locally small categories. A
functor F : C → D assigns every object A of C to some object F A in D and defines for ev-
ery pair of objects A and B in C a function FA,B : C(A,B) → D(F A,F B) such that identities
and composition is preserved. As before these requirements can be captured by commutative
diagrams, given in Figure 3.2.

..
..1 ..C(A,A)

. ..D(F A,F A)

. FA,A

(a) Preserve unit

..
..C(B,C)× C(A,B) ..C(A,C)

..D(F B,F C)×D(F A,F B) ..D(F A,F C)

.FB,C × FA,B . FA,C

(b) Preserve composition

Figure 3.2: Functor axioms

Also as before these can be directly translated into an enriched setting by substituting an arbi-
trary locally cartesian closed (alt. monoidal) category for Set and replace the Hom-sets by the
appropriate Hom-objects.
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3 Enriching bundles

Definition 6. An enriched functor F : C → D between two C-categories (for some C) is given
by an assignment F : obj C → objD of objects and a collection of morphisms FA,B : C(A,B)→
D(F A,F B) in C such that the diagrams corresponding to those in Figure 3.2 commute (in C).

Such functors compose in the obvious way and give, modulo concerns of size, a categoryCatC
of C-categories.

We were able to recover a locally small category CU from any C-category (where C is locally
small) by letting the Hom-sets be given byHom(1, C(A,B)). It would therefore seemworthwhile
to consider whether this construction extends to this enriched notion of functor.

Indeed, there is an obvious way of constructing a functor FU : CU → DU from any C-functor
F. Simply reuse the object part and send f : 1 → C(A,B) to FA,B ◦ f : 1 → D(F A,F B).
Preservation of units is given directly by 3.2(a). Composition almost as simple. Let f : A → B
and g : B→ C and notice:

FU (g ◦ f) =
= FA,C ◦ (mA,B,C ◦ ⟨f , g⟩) definition of ◦ and FU

= mF A,F B,F C ◦ (FA,B × FB,C) ◦ ⟨f , g⟩ (reverse) axiom in 3.2(b)
= mF A,F B,F C ◦ ⟨FA,B ◦ f ,FB,C ◦ g⟩ distribute
= (FU g) ◦ (FU f) definition of ◦ and FU

One has thus proved that

Theorem 17. Solving concerns of size (such as restricting oneself to small categories) one can
extend the notion of underlying category to a functor (−U ) : CatC→ Cat; with the image of a
C-functor acting as described above.

Having thus extended the notion of functor to the enriched setting it is worth asking what it
means for a functor between underlying categories to be induced by an enriched functor. Espe-
cially, one might want to recall the functors of interest from the previous section, specifically the
adjoint Σ, Λ, and Π.

For a functor F between the underlying categories of the enriched slice categories C/I and C/J
to be induced by an enriched functor it must define a collection of morphisms

FA,B : ΠI(BA)→ ΠJ(FBF A) satisfying Ff = FA,B ◦ f for f : 1→ ΠI(BA)

When working within the usual slice categories (rather than the isomorphic ones given by the
underlying categories of the enriched slice categories) one obviously has to apply the relevant
isomorphisms. One can simplify this somewhat by letting the choice of terminal object in C/I to
be given by ΛI1 (instead of, for example, the bundle carried by idI).

In this case the isomorphism is given by the composition of isomorphisms

Hom(1,ΠI(A→ B)) ∼= Hom(1I,A→ B) ∼= Hom(A×I 1I,B) ∼= Hom(A,B)

Denoting the thus given isomorphism C/I ∼= (C/I)U by ι′ (the I being implicit) a (normal) functor
F : C/I→ C/J must satisfy ι′-1(F (ι′f)) = FA,B ◦ f for some collection FA,B and every f : 1 →
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3.4 Convenient strengths

ΠIBA. As all ι′ are isomorphisms this is equivalent to Ff = ι′(FA,B ◦ (ι′-1f)) for some family of
morphisms FA,B defining a C-functor and for every f : A→ B.

Definition 7. We say a (normal) functor F : C/I→ C/J has an enrichment if it is equal to (modulo
the isomorphisms between the slice categories and the underlying categories of the enriched slice
categories) the underlying functor of some enriched functor.

Notice that the property of having an enrichment is preserved under composition, as this is
more or less equivalent to the fact that (−)U is (if not in fact at least in spirit) a functor.

3.4 Convenient strengths

It turns out that we can somewhat simplify our reasoning by passing from our enriched slice
categories back to the “usual” slice categories over some locally cartesian closed C, but give
them some additional structure. The, to us auxiliary, notion of additional structure required is
that of a tensoring of a category over another.

Before going into any definitions we recall that our earlier enriched Hom-objects. For objects
A and B in C/I such were given by ΠI(A → B). It is now time to return a remark at the end of
Section 3.1: that the functor ΠI(A→ −) has a left adjoint

Hom(M,ΠI(A→ B)) ∼= Hom(ΛIM,A→ B) ∼= Hom(A×I ΛIM,B)

The isomorphisms above (which we will denote by δ′A) are natural is all three variables and
the left adjoint being the functor A ×I ΛI−. Shifting our perspective this gives a (right) action
A ⊗I − = A ×I ΛI− of C on C/I, which is associative and has a unit in the sense that there are
obvious natural isomorphisms

α′ : A⊗I (N×M) ∼= (A⊗I N)⊗I M and e′R : A⊗I 1 ∼= A

The Hom-objects ΠI(A → B) therefore turn into a form of exponential objects relative to C,
if one considers ⊗I as a kind of relative product.

The (reverse) composition operator of the C-enriched bundle categories are, as in the case of
a cartesian closed category over itself, given step-wise evaluation, but now by the counit of this
adjunction

..

pad

.

..A⊗I (ΠI(A→ B)× ΠI(B→ C)) ..(A⊗I ΠI(A→ B))⊗I ΠI(B→ C)

. ..B⊗ ΠI(B→ C) ..C

That this indeed is the case can be seen by a proof similar to the previous one, or by applying
the fact that exponentials can be given by a composition of Π and Λ.

This action, furthermore, satisfies some coherence conditions stating, essentially, that identity
and associativity interact as one would expect. As we are not interested in tensorings in general
we will not explicitly state these coherence conditions, but note simply that this means that⊗I is
a tensoring of C/I with respect to C.
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3 Enriching bundles

What does interest us is that much of the structure of the enriched slice category is captured
by this tensoring; with the corresponding structure on functors (and, as we shall see, natural
transformations) given by the concept of a (tensorial) strength.

....(F A)⊗′ 1 ..F(A⊗ 1).

F P

.

F P

(a) Unit

..

F A⊗′ (M× N)

.

F A⊗′ (M× N)

.

F(A⊗ (M× N))

.

F(A⊗ (M× N))

.
(F A⊗′ M)⊗′ N

.
F((A⊗M)⊗ N)

.

F(A⊗M)⊗′ N
(b) Associativity

Figure 3.3: Axioms of (tensorial-)strength

Definition 8. Given a functor F from a category with tensoring ⊗ to a category with tensoring
⊗′ (with respect to the same base category) a (tensorial-)strength of F (with respect to⊗ and⊗′)
is a natural transformation τM,A : F A ⊗′ M → F(A ⊗M) making the diagrams in Figure 3.3
commute.

A functor with some associated strength is called a strong functor and such functors compose
in an obvious way with the identity functor having a trivial canonical strength. One thus has that

Theorem 18. Once again modulo the usual concerns, there is a category of categories tensored
over some common base, with strong functors between them.

Working towards using such strengths and strong functors to enrich our adjoint functors we
begin by noting that any natural transformation τA,M : F A ⊗J M → F(A ⊗I M) for a functor
F : C/I → C/J gives a collection of morphisms looking like an enriched functor between the
corresponding enriched slice categories. Simply follow

..

pad

.

..Hom(−,ΠI(A→ B)) ..Hom(A⊗I −,B) ..Hom(F(A⊗I −),FB)

. ..Hom(F A⊗J −,FB) ..Hom(−,ΠJ(FA→ FB))

where the arrows are given by the Hom-set isomorphism of A⊗I− ⊣ ΠI(A→ −), application of
F, pre-composition by the strength τ, and the Hom-set isomorphism of F A⊗J− ⊣ ΠJ(FA→ −),
in that order. Recalling the usual trick of using applying this isomorphism to idΠI(A→B) thus gives
the required morphism(s) ΠI(A→ B)→ ΠJ(FA→ FB).

Recall that we denote by δ′A the isomorphism Hom(A ⊗I M,B) → Hom(M,ΠI(A → B)).
The suggested enriched functor is then explicitly given by δ′FA(F ε′A ◦ τ). Note that one knows
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3.4 Convenient strengths

“exactly” how this would-be functor acts on an appropriate f

δ′FA(F ε′A ◦ τ) ◦ f =

= δ′FA(F ε′A ◦ τ ◦ (idFP⊗J f)) δ′ natural
= δ′FA(F ε′A ◦ F(idP⊗I f) ◦ τ) τ natural
= δ′FA(F(ε

′
A ◦ (idP⊗I f)) ◦ τ) F functor

= δ′FA(F(δ
-1f) ◦ τ) ε′A counit

Recall that the isomorphism ι′ : C/I→ (C/I)U acted by identity on objects and by associating a
morphism f : A→ B to δ′A(f ◦ e′r). Now, constructing the underlying functor of this (hopefully)
C-functor induced by the strength τ of F and bringing it to the proper bundle categories gives
for any f : A→ B

ι′-1((δ′FA(F ε′A ◦ τ))U (ι′f)) =
= ι′-1(δ′FA(F ε′A ◦ τ) ◦ ι′f) definition −U

= ι′-1δ′FA(F(δ
′-1ι′f) ◦ τ) action of τ-functor

= F(f ◦ e′r) ◦ τ ◦ e′-1r expand ι′ and δ′ iso
= Ff ◦ F e′r ◦τ ◦ e′-1r F functorp
= Ff ◦ e′r ◦ e′-1r = Ff Axiom 3.3(a)

To prove that strengths induce enrichments of our functors it thus remains to prove that these
morphisms induces by τ actually are enriched functors satisfying the axioms in 3.2. Beginning
with Axiom 3.2(a) (unit) we find for any appropriate A

δ′FA(F ε′A ◦ τ) ◦ ιA =

= δ′(F(δ′-1ιA) ◦ τ) as before
= δ′(F er ◦ τ) expand ι, δ′ iso
= δ′er = ιFP Axiom 3.3(a)

Proving that the purported C functor preserves composition in the sense given by 3.2(b) is
somewhat more complicated. Denoting by m′ the (reverse) enriched composition operator of
both the involved enriched slice categories we find

δ′FA(F ε′A ◦ τ) ◦m′
A,B,C =

= δ′(F(δ′-1m′
P,Q,R) ◦ τ) as before

= δ′(F(ε′B ◦ (ε′A⊗ id) ◦ α′) ◦ τ) expand m′, δ′ iso
= δ′(F ε′B ◦ F(ε′A⊗ id) ◦ F α′ ◦ τ) F functor
= δ′(F ε′B ◦ F(ε′A⊗ id) ◦ τ ◦ (τ⊗ id) ◦ α′) 3.3(b)
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3 Enriching bundles

Working for clarity from the other direction one finds

m′
FA,FB,FC ◦ (δ

′(Fε′A ◦ τ)× δ′(Fε′B ◦ τ)) =
= δ′(ε′FA ◦ (ε

′
FB ⊗ id) ◦ α′) ◦ (δ′(Fε′A ◦ τ)× δ′(Fε′B ◦ τ)) expand m′

= δ′(ε′FA ◦ (ε
′
FB ⊗ id) ◦ α′ ◦ (idFP⊗ (δ′(Fε′A ◦ τ)× δ′(Fε′B ◦ τ)))) δ natural

= δ′(ε′FA ◦ (ε
′
FB ⊗ id) ◦ ((idFP⊗δ′(Fε′A ◦ τ))⊗ δ′(Fε′B ◦ τ)) ◦ α′) α′ natural

= δ′(ε′FA ◦ (id⊗ δ′(Fε′B ◦ τ)) ◦ ((ε′FB ◦ (idFP⊗δ′(Fε′A ◦ τ)))⊗ id) ◦ α′) ⊗ functor
= δ(Fε′B ◦ τ ◦ ((FεA ◦ τ)⊗ id) ◦ a) ε′ counits
= δ(Fε′B ◦ τ ◦ (Fε′A ⊗ id) ◦ (τ⊗ id) ◦ a) ⊗ functor
= δ(Fε′B ◦ F(ε′A ⊗ id) ◦ τ ◦ (τ⊗ id) ◦ a) τ natural

Thus concluding the proof that

Theorem 19. A (tensorial) strength, with respect to the tensoring above, of some functor F be-
tween slice categories of some locally cartesian closed C induces an enrichment of F, that is
to say a C-enriched functor between the enriched slice categories such that F is its underlying
functor.

What is more, one can recover the strength τ from the enriched functor induced by it. Be-
fore doing so though we will have note the followings serendipitous consequence of diagram
expressing preservation of (enriched) composition in Figure 3.2(b)

Theorem 20. The components FA,B : ΠI(A→ B)→ ΠJ(FA→ FB) of any C-functor between
enriched slice categories constitute a natural transformation ΠI(X→ Y)→ ΠJ(X→ Y).

Considering the required naturality square one realises that this means, essentially, that the
functor ΠI(g → f) for any f and g is equivalent to composing with f and g in the underlying
category. The situation for f is summarised in the diagram in Figure 3.4 (once again using the
reverse composition operator).

..
..ΠI(A→ B)× ΠI(B→ C) ..ΠI(A→ C)

..ΠJ(FA→ FB)× ΠJ(FB→ FC) ..ΠJ(FA→ FC)

.

..ΠI(A→ B)

..ΠJ(FA→ FB)

.

ΠIfA

.

ΠJFU fFA

.FA,B ...... FA,C

Figure 3.4: Extending 3.2(b)

Notice that the outer square is just the naturality square for FA,B considered as a candidate for
a natural transformation and the inner square is the preservation of enriched composition axiom
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3.4 Convenient strengths

from Figure 3.2(b). The diagonal morphisms on the left hand side are given by

(id×ι′ f) ◦ e-1r and (id×ι′ (F f)) ◦ e-1r

We begin the proof by considering the upper triangle, the commutativity of which states that
m′ ◦ (id×ι′ f) ◦ e-1r = ΠIfA which we prove by once more tinkering with the expression using
the Hom-set isomorphism δ′-1A

δ′-1A (m′ ◦ (id×ι′ f) ◦ e-1r ) =
= δ′-1A (m′ ◦ (id×δ′(f ◦ e′r)) ◦ e-1r ) expand ι′

= ε′B ◦ (ε′A × id) ◦ α′◦ (idP⊗ (id×δ′(f ◦ e′r))) ◦ (idP⊗ e-1r ) as previously
= ε′B ◦ (ε′A × id) ◦ (id⊗ δ′(f ◦ e′r)) ◦ α′◦ (idP⊗ e-1r ) α′ natural
= ε′B ◦ (id⊗ δ′(f ◦ e′r)) ◦ (ε′A × id) ◦ α′◦ (idP⊗ e-1r ) × functor
= g ◦ e′r ◦ (ε′A × id) ◦ α′◦ (idP⊗ e-1r ) ε′B counit
= g ◦ ε′A◦ e

′
r◦α′◦ (idP⊗ e-1r ) = g ◦ ε′A er natural

But δ′(f ◦ ε′A) = ΠIfA proving the triangle commutes, with an essentially identical proof for the
lower triangle. It therefore only remains to realise

(FA,B × FB,C) ◦ (id×ι′f) ◦ e′-1r =

= (FA,B × FB,C) ◦ (id×δ′(f ◦ e′r)) ◦ e′-1r definition ι′

= (id×(FB,C ◦ δ′(f ◦ e′r))) ◦ (FA,B × id) ◦ e′-1r × functor
= (id×δ(FU f ◦ e′r)) ◦ (FA,B × id) ◦ e′-1r definition FU

= (id×δ(FU f ◦ e′r)) ◦ e′-1r ◦ FA,B e′-1r natural
= (id×ι′(FU f)) ◦ e′-1r ◦ FA,B definition ι′

That is to say, the left, and therefore also the whole diagram, commutes. A similar proof gives
the commutativity of the corresponding diagram for pre-composition with g which in turns gives
the proposed theorem.

We can now return to our promise of recovering a strength from an enriched functor. Applying
once again the fact that the Hom-set isomorphism δ is, as it were, an isomorphism we note that

FA,B = δ′(Fε′A ◦ τ) and δ′-1FA,B = Fε′A ◦ τ

are equivalent. Now, letting B = A ⊗ B′ for some B′ we can cancel the Fε′A by using the fact
that, as is the case for all adjunctions, ε′A ◦ (idA⊗η′A) = id (at B = A⊗ B′)

δ′-1FA,A⊗B′ ◦ (idFA⊗η′A) =
= Fε′A ◦ τ ◦ (idFA⊗η′A) note above
= Fε′A ◦ F(idA⊗ηB′) ◦ τ τ natural
= τ F functor & note above
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3 Enriching bundles

Thus suggesting that all enriched functors of bundle categories are induced by some strong
functor of the underlying non-enriched bundle category. Whenever δ′-1FA,A⊗B′ ◦ (FA ⊗ η′A) as
above does gives a strength we can note that it the operation has an inverse in the sense that

δ′FA(FU ε′A ◦ δ′-1FA,A⊗ΠIBA ◦ (FA⊗ η′A)) =
= ΠJ(FU (ε′A)

FA) ◦ FA,A⊗ΠIBA ◦ η′A δ′ natural and iso
= FA,B ◦ ΠI(ε′A)

A ◦ η′A = FP,Q FP,Q natural

The final step above being the other equation satisfied by the unit and counit of any adjunction. If
one were to prove that this purported strengths is in fact such, one would have proved that there
is a bijective correspondence between strengths and enrichments, and that the property of having
an enrichment is equivalent to having a strength.

Let us thus begin by a rather fiddly proof that the would-be strengths is, at least, a natural
transformation. The naturality condition for some f : A→ A′ and g : B→ B′ is given by

δ′-1B FB,B⊗N ◦ (idFA⊗η′B) ◦ (Ff ⊗ g) =
= ε′B ◦ (Ff ⊗ id) ◦ (idFA⊗(FB,B⊗N ◦ η′B ◦ g)) ε′B counit, ⊗ functor
= εA ◦ (id⊗ΠJ id

Ff ) ◦ (idFA⊗(FB,B⊗N ◦ η′B ◦ g)) note below
= εA ◦ (idFA⊗(ΠJ id

Ff ◦FB,B⊗N ◦ η′B ◦ g)) ⊗ functor
= δ′-1A (ΠJ id

Ff ◦FB,B⊗N ◦ η′B ◦ g) ε′A counit
= δ′-1A (FA,B⊗N ◦ ΠI id

f ◦η′B ◦ g) F natural
= δ′-1A (FA,B⊗N ◦ ΠI(f ⊗ id)A ◦ η′A ◦ g) note below
= δ′-1A (FA,B⊗N ◦ ΠI(f ⊗ g)A ◦ η′A) η′A natural
= δ′-1A (ΠJF(f ⊗ g)FA ◦ FA,A⊗M ◦ η′A) F natural
= F(f ⊗ g) ◦ δ′-1A (FA,A⊗M ◦ η′A) δ′A natural

The third and seventh equalities follow from the fact that all η′ and ε′ are extra natural in their
“first” argument. Intuitively these equalities state the relation between pre-composition and eval-
uation, and have reasonably straight forward proofs.

The (strengths) unit axiom becomes FUe′r ◦ δ′-1FA,A⊗M ◦ (id⊗ η′A) = e′r , the usual application
of δ′ transforms the equality to δ′(FUe′r ◦ δ′-1FA,A⊗M ◦ (id⊗ η′A)) = ι′FA, which we prove by
applying the unit axiom for enriched functors

δ′(FUe′r ◦ δ′-1FA,A⊗M ◦ (id⊗ η′A)) =
= ΠJ(FUe′r)FA ◦ FA,A⊗M ◦ η′A δ′ natural and iso
= FA,A ◦ ΠJ(FUe′r)FA ◦ η′A F natural
= FA,A ◦ δ(e′r) η unit
= FA,A ◦ ι′A = ι′FA Axiom 3.2(a)
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Hardly surprising the associativity Axiom 3.3(b) follows more or less from preservation of
composition 3.2(b). In a sketch omitting subscripts

δ′-1(F ◦ η′) ◦ (δ′-1(F ◦ η′)⊗ N) ◦ α′ =

= ε′ ◦ (id⊗(F ◦ η′)) ◦ ((ε′ ◦ (id⊗(F ◦ η′)))⊗ id) ◦ α′ η′ counit
= ε′ ◦ (ε′ × id) ◦ ((id⊗(F ◦ η′))⊗ (F ◦ η′)) ◦ α′ ⊗ functor
= ε′ ◦ (ε′ × id) ◦ α′ ◦ (id⊗((F ◦ η′)× (F ◦ η′))) α′ natural
= δ′-1m′ ◦ (id⊗((F ◦ η′)× (F ◦ η′))) definition m′

= δ′-1(m′ ◦ (F ◦ η′)× (F ◦ η′)) δ′ natural
= δ′-1(F ◦m′ ◦ (η′ × η′)) Axiom 3.2(b)
= δ′-1(F ◦ δ′(δ′-1η′ × (δ′-1η′ × id) ◦ α′)) m composition
= δ′-1(F ◦ ΠSα′A ◦ η′) η′ unit
= Fα′ ◦ δ′-1(F ◦ η′) δ′,F natural

Thus proving, if somewhat sketchily, the following statement
Theorem 21. Any enriched functor between enriched slice categories induces a strength of its
underlying functor; in such a way as to turn Theorem 19 into an equivalence.

The problem of finding enrichments of Σ, Λ, and Π is now reduced to finding tensorial strengths
for them. We begin by deriving appropriate candidate natural transformations and prove that they
actually constitute strengths once we have found a candidate for each functor. Now for some Σf

Σf A⊗J M ∼=
∼= ΣΣf AΛΣf AΛJM ×J in terms of Σ, Λ and definition of ⊗J
∼= Σf ΣAΛAΛf ΛJM Σ,Λ (pro)functors in first argument
∼= Σf (A⊗I M) definition of ⊗ and × in terms of Σ, Λ

for any A in C/I. Similarly for Λf , now with B in C/J

Λf B⊗I M ∼=
∼= Λf B×I ΛIM definition of ⊗I
∼= Λf A×I Λf ΛJM Λ (pro)functor in first argument
∼= Λf (A⊗J M) Λf right adjoint,definition of ⊗J

The relevant directions of these isomorphisms thus constitute candidates for strengths of Σ and
Λ. Finally for Πf we have

Πf A⊗J M→
→ Πf A×J Πf Λf ΛJM expand ⊗J, apply unit of Λf ⊣ Πf
∼= Πf (A×I Λf ΛJM) Πf right adjoint
∼= Πf (A⊗I M) Λ (pro)functor, definition of ⊗I
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3 Enriching bundles

For terseness we will assume that the choice of binary product is exactly the one given by com-
posing Σ and Λ (that is to say the binary product given by using the choice of pullbacks in the
underlying category) and that Λ is given by a choice of pullbacks that makes it a proper functor
in its “first” argument. The pedantic reader can fill in the canonical isomorphisms required when
the second assumption is not satisfied; the reasoning is just a matter of existence and uniqueness
of mediating morphisms between limiting cones.

Under the above assumptions the suggested strength for Σ is just the identity natural transfor-
mation, which trivially satisfies the axioms. The purported strength of Λ reduces to the natural
transformation(s) γ′, which witness the fact that Λf preserves binary products, and the soon to
be strength of Πf is given by γ ◦ (id×Jη′′f ) where γ witnesses Πf preserving binary products.

As the unit natural transformations er are given simply by the projection the unit axiom is triv-
ially satisfied for the suggested strength of Λf . Similarly for Πf the argument reduces, essentially,
to the fact that π ◦ (id×Iη′′f ) = π.

Similarly easily one realises that the strength of Λf satisfies the associativity axiom. It reduces,
basically, to the coherence conditional of a monoidal category, and we have seen the proofs com-
ponents in the earlier proofs.

The only thing remaining is, therefore, to prove the associativity axiom for the prospective
strength of Πf , that is to say that Πf α′ ◦ γ ◦ (id×η′′f ) = γ ◦ (id×η′′f ) ◦ ((γ ◦ (id×η′′f ))× id) ◦ α′

Recalling the definition of a we rewrite the left hand side as

Πf α′ ◦ γ ◦ (id×η′′f ) =
= Πf α ◦ Πf (id×γ′-1) ◦ γ ◦ (id×η′′f ) definition of α′, Πf functor
= Πf α ◦ γ ◦ (id×(Πf γ′-1 ◦ η′′f )) γ natural, × functor
= Πf α ◦ γ ◦ (id×δ′′γ′-1) η′′ unit

similarly for the right hand side

γ ◦ (id×η′′) ◦ ((γ ◦ (id×η′′))× id) ◦ a =

= γ ◦ (id×η′′) ◦ ((γ ◦ (id×η′′))× id) ◦ α ◦ (id×γ′-1) definition a
= γ ◦ (γ× id) ◦ ((id×η′′)× η′′) ◦ α ◦ (id×γ′-1) × functor
= γ ◦ (γ× id) ◦ α ◦ (id×(η′′ × η′′)) ◦ (id×γ′-1) α natural
= Πf α ◦ γ ◦ (id×γ) ◦ (id×(η′′ × η′′)) ◦ (id×γ′-1) unique limit morphisms
= Πf α ◦ γ ◦ (id×(γ ◦ (η′′ × η′′) ◦ γ′-1)) × functor

But inspecting the last difference between the expressions one finds

δ′′-1(γ ◦ (η′′ × η′′) ◦ γ′-1) =
= ⟨δ′′-1π, δ′′-1π′⟩ ◦ Λf ((η′′ × η′′) ◦ γ′-1) expand γ, δ′′ iso
= ⟨δ′′-1(π ◦ (η′′ × η′′) ◦ γ′-1), · · · ⟩ distribute, δ′′ natural
= ⟨δ′′-1(η′′ ◦ π ◦ γ′-1), · · · ⟩ π1 projection
= ⟨ΛIπ,ΛIπ′⟩ = γ′-1 η′′ unit
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3.5 Natural transformations

3.5 Natural transformations

The pattern should be familiar by now. In the case of locally small categories a natural transforma-
tion between two functors is given by a family of morphisms between the images of objects such
that the corresponding naturality square commutes. The former aspect has an obvious enriched
counterpart. Given two C-functors F,G : C → D we wish to consider a family of morphisms
φA : 1→ D(F A,G A).

Given some time to tinker one should realise that the notion commutativity captured by the
naturality square is given an enriched counterpart in the commutativity of Figure 3.5.

..
..1×D(FA,FB) ..D(F B,G B)×D(F A,F B)

..D(G A,G B)× 1 ..D(G A,G B)×D(F A,G A)

.C(A,B) . D(F A,G B)......

Figure 3.5: Enriched naturality square

Composing two such enriched natural transformations is done just as one would (vertically)
compose the corresponding morphisms in the underlying category, that is to say by following

..

..1 ..D(G A,H A)×D(F A,G A) ..D(F A,H A)

where H is a third enriched functor and the first morphism is given by the two natural transfor-
mations’ components at some A.

As morphisms in the underlying category of D are given by exactly such global elements, and
composition is essentially defined to be that of the underlying category, one has an obvious family
of morphisms that could constitute a natural transformation between the underlying functors of
those between which a given enriched natural transformation is taken.

We only have to show that the enriched natural “square” in Figure 3.5 is enough to guarantee
that this candidate for an underlying natural transformation φU : FU → GU for any enriched
natural transformation φ is itself natural (in the usual sense). In other words, it is enough to realise
that for any morphism f : A→ B in the domain of F and G one has (with reverse composition)

(φU )B ◦ FU f =

= mFA,FB,GB ◦ ⟨FA,B ◦ f ,φB⟩ definition FU and ◦
= mFA,FB,GB ◦ (FA,B × φB) ◦ ⟨f , id⟩ distribute
= mFA,FB,GB ◦ (FA,B × φB) ◦ e-1l ◦ f el iso and projection
= mFA,GA,GB ◦ (φA × GA,B) ◦ e-1l ◦ f Axiom 3.5
= GU f ◦ (φU )A reverse of above

Though it does not directly concern us it might be worth pointing out that one could at this
point extend the “category” of enriched categories (over some common ambient category) into
a 2-category, and the underlying category “functor” into the obvious 2-functor.
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3 Enriching bundles

Even though lifting a family of morphisms into the enriched category given by a CCC over
itself is simple, especially when compared to lifting functors, it is still the case that not all natural
transformations between the underlying functors of two enriched functors lifts to actual enriched
natural transformations.

..
..FA⊗M ..F(A⊗M)

..GA⊗M ..G(A⊗M)

....

Figure 3.6: Strong natural
transformation

The question one might want to ask oneself is therefore
whether the previous section’s notion of a strength can be
used to reason about enriched natural transformations. That
is to say, if one can formulate a way for a natural transfor-
mation to interact sensibly with strengths of its domain and
codomain in such a way as to guarantee that the natural trans-
formation defines an enriched counterpart.

Notice that the component at some object A, of an enriched
family of morphisms φ′ induced by a natural transformation φ in the usual slice category is given,
explicitly, by ι′φA = δ′(φA ◦ e′r). Specialising the naturality condition in Figure 3.5 to the case
where the family of morphisms is given in this way for functors F and G are induced by functors
in the usual slice category via some tensorial strengths τ and τ′, and slightly reshuffling it gives

m′ ◦ (δ′(Fε′ ◦ τ)× δ′(φB ◦ e′r)) ◦ e-1r = m′ ◦ (δ′(φA ◦ e′r)× δ′(Gε′ ◦ τ′)) ◦ e-1l

Denoting the “components” of strength induced functors FA,B and GA,B and the lifted natural
transformation φ′ one can now apply the isomorphisms δ′

δ′(m′ ◦ (FA,B × φ′)) ◦ e-1r ) =
= ε′ ◦ (ε′ × id) ◦ α′ ◦ (id×ΛI((FA,B × φ′) ◦ e-1r )) δ′ natural, expand m′

= ε′ ◦ (ε′ × id) ◦ ((id×ΛIFA,B)× ΛIφ′) ◦ α′ ◦ (id×ΛIe-1r ) α′ natural
= ε′ ◦ (id×ΛIφ′) ◦ ((ε′ ◦ (id×ΛIFA,B))× id) ◦ α′ ◦ (id×ΛIe-1r ) × functor
= φ ◦ e′r ◦ ((Fε′ ◦ τ)× id) ◦ α′ ◦ (id×ΛIe-1r ) ε′ counit, δ′ iso
= φ ◦ Fε′ ◦ τ ◦ e′r ◦ α′ ◦ (id×ΛIe-1r ) e′r natural
= φ ◦ Fε′ ◦ τ uniqueness

We will now see that it is enough, though ostensibly a stronger assumption, that τ′ ◦ (φA× id) =
φB⊗M ◦ τ, as in Figure 3.6, since then

δ′(m′ ◦ (φ′ × GA,B) ◦ e-1l ) =
= Gε′ ◦ τ′ ◦ ((φ ◦ e′r)× id) ◦ α′ ◦ (id×ΛSe-1l ) as above
= Gε′ ◦ φ ◦ τ ◦ (e′r × id) ◦ α′ ◦ (id×ΛSe-1l ) × functor, above assumption
= φ ◦ Fε′ ◦ τ ◦ (e′r × id) ◦ α′ ◦ (id×ΛSe-1l ) φ natural
= φ ◦ Fε′ ◦ τ uniqueness

Definition 9. A natural transformation φ : F → G between two strong functors F and G with
tensorial strengths τ and τ′ is said to be strong (with respect to these strengths) if the diagram in
3.6 commutes.
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3.5 Natural transformations

Before turning the above discovery into a theorem we wish to prove the converse, that any
enriched natural transformation between enriched functors of enriched slice categories is strong,
making the property of being a strong natural transformation equivalent to being an enriched
natural transformation.

This turns out to be, once again, mostly a matter of turning the right naturality knobs. Letting F
and G be functors between enriched bundle categories and φ an enriched natural transformation
we find that

δ′-1(GA,A⊗M ◦ η′ ◦ ((δ′-1φ ◦ e-1r )⊗M) =

= ε′ ◦ (id⊗(GA,A⊗M ◦ η′)) ◦ ((ε′ ◦ (id⊗φ) ◦ e-1α′)⊗M) ε′ counit
= ε′ ◦ (ε′ ⊗ id) ◦ ((id⊗φ)⊗ (GA,A⊗M ◦ η′)) ◦ (e-1α′ ⊗M) ⊗ functor
= δ′-1m′ ◦ α′-1 ◦ ((id⊗φ)⊗ (GA,A⊗M ◦ η′)) ◦ (e-1α′ ⊗M) α′ iso, def. m′

= δ′-1m′ ◦ (id⊗(φ × (GA,A⊗M ◦ η′))) ◦ α′-1 ◦ (e-1r ⊗M) α′ natural
= δ′-1(m′ ◦ (φ× (GA,A⊗M ◦ η′))) ◦ α′-1 ◦ (e-1r ⊗M) δ′ natural
= δ′-1(m′ ◦ (FA,A⊗M × φ) ◦ e-1r ◦ el ◦ (id×η′)) ◦ α′-1 ◦ (e-1r ⊗M) Axiom 3.5
= δ′-1(m′ ◦ ((FA,A⊗M ◦ η′)× φ) ◦ e-1r ◦ el) ◦ α′-1 ◦ (e-1r ⊗M) e natural
= δ′-1(m′ ◦ ((FA,A⊗M ◦ η′)× φ)) ◦ (id⊗ e-1l ) unique morphism
= (δ′-1φ ◦ e-1r ) ◦ (δ′-1(FA,A⊗M ◦ η′)⊗M) reverse above

Theorem 22. A family of morphisms constitutes an enriched natural transformation between
enriched functors if and only if its underlying natural transformation is strong, with respect to
the strengths induced by the enrichments of the functors.

One now has a notion of functor and natural transformation well behaved with respect to the lo-
cally cartesian closed structure of the ambient category and shown that the three adjoint functors
of the previous chapter are well behaved in this sense.

This concludes our investigation of the more or less elementary properties of such bundle
categories. We turn now, instead, back to coalgebras and, especially, how the structure developed
over the last two chapters can be used to capture a collection of well behaved functors with a
tendency to support terminal coalgebras and initial algebraswhilemaintaining convenient closure
properties.
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Chapter 4

Containers

We saw earlier that not all endofunctors can have initial algebras or terminal coalgebras, a quint-
essential example being given by the powerset functor over Set where such a (co)algebra would
have to be carried by a set isomorphic to its powerset. We will now turn to constructing a well
behaved class of functors that have initial algebras and terminal coalgebras.

This class of functors has been studied in a number of contexts and its members are known ei-
ther as containers; a special case of indexed container, in Abbot, Altenkirch, and Ghani [1, 2, 3, 4]
or polynomial functors (in one variable) in Gambino and Kock [7], Moerdijk and Palmgren [16],
as well as Weber [20]. Weber attributes the groundwork to unpublished works by André Joyal.

As our interest in these functors seem most closely related to their use in By Abbot et al. we
will borrow the terminology and speak of containers and container functors. That being said,
the present approach borrows heavily from the other publications too.

Intuitively, the idea could be construed as utilising the toolbox collected throughout the previ-
ous chapters to built a class of functors that, at least superficially, resemble polynomial, though
without any explicit recourse to Set or the natural numbers. That being said we will see that a
slightly different analogy might be more helpful when reasoning about these functors.

4.1 Container functors

Formally, a container over some category C is simply some bundle ΣSP → S. Evoking the
analogy of Σ to a disjoint union and sums and exponentials to exponentiation any such bundle
defines an endofunctor over C by

X 7→ (ΣS ◦ −P ◦ ΛS)X = ΣS(P→ ΛSX)

We call this functor the extension of P and
Definition 10. An (endo)functor is called a container functor whenever it is isomorphic to the
extension JPK = ΣS(P→ ΛS−) of some container ΣP→ S.

The object S, the slice category over which the container above is taken from, is thus thought
of describing the shapes the structure described by the container can take and will therefore be
referred to as the shape of the container.
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4 Containers

The structures given by container functors in Set is particularly simple to analyse. Take some
container ΣP→ S in Set. As noted before the domain of any function is the (disjoint) union of
the function’s fibres and ΛS simply creates a collection of S-tagged “copies”.

An element of JPKX now corresponds to a morphism out of some fibre of P, into some fibre of
ΛSX (i.e. one of the copies of X). The analogy to polynomials should thus be clear as JPKX is
simply an S-indexed sum of tuple sets with shapes given by the fibres of P.

Before continuing, we will prove the following statement about the extension of containers:
Theorem 23. Any container functor F ∼= JPK for some container ΣSP→ S preserves connected
limits, that is to say limits of diagrams such that any pair of objects are connected by a finite
sequence of morphism.

We prove the statement for the extension JPK, with the general case following from the fact
that the property is easily seen to be preserved by isomorphism.

Both ΛS and −P are right adjoints, meaning they preserve any limits by the adjoint functors
theorem. It is therefore enough to prove that ΣS preserves connected limits. Therefore consider
any limit ℓ of a connected diagram L : L→ C/S in some slice C/S.

First note that any cone α : CA → ΣSL defines a unique cone α′ : CA′ → L in C/S, such that
ΣSα′ = α. That is to say, anything that looks like a cone over L in that it is a cone when one
forgets the dependence structure on S actually defines a (unique) cone, or in other words, there
is a trivial isomorphism between cones over L and cones over ΣSL.

Clearly any such limit ℓ′ must satisfy ℓ′ = Ll ◦ αl for any l; stating that the projections of the
limit are actual morphisms in C/S. For such a limit to exist one must therefore prove that this
actually defines a unique limit.

Given two Ll ◦ αl and Lr ◦ αr note that there must exist some sequence of morphisms

..
. ..λ1 . ..λn−1 . ..λn+1 = r

..λ0 = l . ..λ2 . ..λn .

.m0 . mn.
m1

.
mn−1

In alternating direction. For terseness we will assume m0 : l → λ1 and mn : λn → r, with
the general proof being essentially identical to the one below. The statement follows easily by
induction. For odd m one finds

Lλm+1 ◦ αλm+1
=

= Lλm ◦ Lmm ◦ αλm+1
Lmm S-morphism

= Lλm ◦ ααm
α cone

and similarly for even m

Lλm+1 ◦ αλm+1
=

= Lλm+1 ◦ Lmm ◦ αλm
α cone

= Lλm ◦ αλm
Lmm S-morphism
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4.2 Natural transformations

By induction, therefore, Ll ◦ αl = Lr ◦ αr , meaning one has a uniquely defined Ll ◦ αl (for any
l) which is a candidate for a limit, with projections given as before by α.

What is more, any cone morphism f : α→ β between cones over ΣSL also constitutes a cone
morphism from α′ to β′ in a trivial way. Especially, then, any cone over ΣSL must therefore
define a mediating morphism into ℓ which translates into a morphism into ΣSℓ which must be
unique (as any other such would lift to another one into ℓ), thus proving the statement.

Of special interest to us is the fact that this means that JPK preserves limits of ωop-chains and
pullbacks. The former lets us apply Theorem 5 from Chapter 1 and get

Theorem 24. In Set (and more generally a category with ω-limits of the relevant kind) container
functors have terminal coalgebras and they can be constructed through limits of ω-chains as in
Theorem 5.

In Set the relevant limits can be constructed quite easily as sequences

x0, x1, . . . ∈ 1× JPK1× · · · satisfying xn = (JPKn!)xn+1

What does this tell us about containers? One quickly realises that JPK1 ∼= ΣS(P → 1S) ∼=
ΣS1S ∼= S, and continuing one gets JPK21 ∼= JPKS and so on. One is thus iterating the container
functor on the shape of the container.

What does such an iteration look like? It should not take much convincing that JPKnS can, in
Set, easily be realised as trees branching over the fibres of P and with a maximum depth n (or
of depth exactly n in case P does not have any degenerate fibres).

Furthermore we will see in the next section that the morphism JPK! : JPK21 = JPKS → S ∼=JPK1 is, essentially, the (thus recovered) morphism constituting the S bundle P → ΛSX. In the
case of Set each step therefore corresponds to collapsing the lowest collection of sub-trees into
only their shape, shedding any additional information carried. Following an element of the limit
(i.e. an element of the final coalgebra) up this chain thus corresponds to a step-wise unfolding of
the leaves from just the shapes to be used, into actual branches of those shape.

4.2 Natural transformations

What, then, makes these functors any more interesting than simply (directly) studying the col-
lection of functors with terminal coalgebras? For one thing it turns out that containers are quite
well behaved in the sense that they sport good closure properties.

Furthermore the notion of a container (rather than that of a container functor) gives a con-
veniently syntactical way to define and manipulate these functors by applying the analogy of a
container functor as structuring an object according a number of possible shapes. What is more,
recalling notions of the previous chapter, one can extend the collection of containers into a cate-
gory, making it possible to apply similar forms of reasoning to their natural transformations.

Consider two container functors JPK and JQK for P and Q in C/S and C/R, respectively. Ex-
panding the definition of the extension of a container functors recall that a natural transformation
ψ : JPK⇒ JQK is a natural transformation ΣS(P→ ΛS−)⇒ ΣR(Q→ ΛR−).
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4 Containers

Recall that the shape of the container can be recovered from its extension, since for ΣP→ S

JPK 1 ∼= ΣS(P→ ΛS1) ∼= ΣS(P→ 1S) ∼= ΣS 1S ∼= S

Moreover for any object X inC one can recover (again up to isomorphism), the bundle P→ ΛSX
by considering the morphism JPK !X : JPKX→ JPK1 ∼= S. Simply note that

ΣS(P→ ΛS!X) = P→ ΛS!X Action of ΣS on morphisms
∼= !P→ΛSX Both ΛS and P→ − are right adjoints

But this means that (as a morphisms of the underlying category) JPK !X is isomorphic to P →
ΛSX, since terminal morphisms into the bundle given by idS are, simply, by the morphisms
defining their domains. The final isomorphism is given simply by composition with the same
isomorphism ζP of terminal objects that gave JPK1 ∼= S, meaning we have an isomorphism of
categories ΣζP

C/JP K1∼= C/S such that ΣζP
(JPK!X) = ΛSXP.

Of special interest, therefore, is the component of ψ at 1, since in presence of ζP and ζQ we have
that ψ1 : JPK1 ∼= S→ R ∼= JQK1 defines a morphism between the containers’ shapes. While the
creation of such a morphism is, by itself, not of particular interest, but becomes important once
one reinterprets the naturality square of ψ for the terminal morphisms as in Figure 4.1.

..
..JPKX ..JQKX

..JPK1 ..JQK1

.

ΣS(ΛSX)P

.

ΣR(ΛRX)Q

.

S

.

R

.

ψX

.JPK!X . JQK!X.
ψ1

..

Figure 4.1: ψX as a bundle morphism.

Denoting f = ζQ ◦ ψ1 ◦ ζ-1P our natural transformations
define families of morphisms Σf (ΛSX)P → (ΛRX)Q. The
fact that this family of morphisms defines a transformation
natural in X follows more or less directly from naturality of
ψ. It is furthermore easy to realise that natural transforma-
tions JPK → JQK are in bijective correspondence with natu-
ral transformations as above, for some f : S → R. Recalling
the adjunction Σf ⊣ Λf one has thus transformed the issue
of studying natural transformations JPK→ JQK into studying
natural transformations ΛSXP → Λf (ΛRX)Q ∼= ΛSXΛf Q for
some f : S→ R where the final isomorphism is given by the
isomorphism ςf : Λf XΛf Y → Λf (XY) of Theorem 9.

There is therefore an obvious and convenient way to construct natural transformations of the
container functors above, by giving a morphism S → R of shapes combined with a bundle
morphism Λf Q→ P in C/S. This leads us to the following definition

Definition 11. A container morphism with domain ΣP→ S and codomain ΣQ→ R is given by
a pair of morphism f : S→ R in C and Λf Q→ P in C/S (for some choice of pullbacks).

There is an obvious choice of identity morphism and composing the shape morphisms can
be done directly in C. Given the second components φ : Λf Q → P and ψ : ΛgM → Q one
can construct φ ◦ Λf ψ : Λf ΛgM → P. Since there is a canonical isomorphism ξf ,g : Λg◦f M →
Λf ΛgM one can define a composition (g,ψ) ◦ (f ,φ) = (g ◦ f ,φ ◦ Λf ψ ◦ ξg,f ). Associativity
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follow from

(h, ϑ) ◦ ((g,ψ) ◦ (f ,φ)) =
= (h ◦ g ◦ f ,φ ◦ Λf ψ ◦ ξg,f ◦ Λg◦f ϑ ◦ ξh,g◦f ) definition
= (h ◦ g ◦ f ,φ ◦ Λf (ψ ◦ Λgϑ) ◦ ξg,f ◦ ξh,g◦f ) ξ natural, Λ functor
= (h ◦ g ◦ f ,φ ◦ Λf (ψ ◦ Λgϑ) ◦ Λf ξh,g ◦ ξh◦g,f ) unique morphism
= (h ◦ g ◦ f ,φ ◦ Λf (ψ ◦ Λgϑ ◦ ξh,g) ◦ ξh◦g,f ) Λ functor
= ((h, ϑ) ◦ (g,ψ)) ◦ (f ,φ) definition

Thus proving that

Theorem 25. With respect to the above definition of composition containers and container mor-
phisms form a category of containers.

Would it not be fortunate if the extension J−K extends to a functor from this freshly minted
category into the category of endofunctors over C? For this to be the case the reverse of the
above procedure must preserve composition of container morphisms. The exact computation of
the natural transformation Jf ,φK described above, for some container morphism from ΣP → S
to ΣQ→ R, is as follows

Jf ,φKA = ΣSδ′′′-1f (ςf ◦ ξφ
f ,R)

One then finds that for g : R→ M and ψ : ΛgL→ Q

J(g,ψ) ◦ (f ,φ)KA = Jg ◦ f ,φ ◦ Λf ψ ◦ ξg,f KA =

= Σδ′′′-1g◦f (ςg◦f ◦ ξφ◦Λf ψ◦ξg,f
g◦f ,M ) definition

= Σδ′′′-1g◦f (ξ
-1
g,f ◦ Λf ςg ◦ ςf ◦ ξ

ξ-1g,f
g,f ◦ ξφ◦Λf ψ◦ξg,f

g◦f ,M ) unique morphism, Λ adjoint
= Σδ′′′-1g◦f (ξ

-1
g,f ◦ Λf ςg ◦ ςf ◦ (ξg,f ◦ ξg◦f ,M)φ◦Λf ψ) exp. functor, ξ iso

= Σδ′′′-1g◦f (ξ
-1
g,f ◦ Λf ςg ◦ ςf ◦ (Λf ξg,M ◦ ξf ,R)

φ◦Λf ψ) unique morphism
= Σδ′′′-1g◦f (ξ

-1
g,f ◦ Λf ςg ◦ ςf ◦ (Λf ξg,M)Λf ψ ◦ ξφ

f ,R) exp. functor
= Σδ′′′-1g◦f (ξ

-1
g,f ◦ Λf ςg ◦ Λf (ξ

ψ
g,M) ◦ ςf ◦ ξφ

f ,R) ς natural
= Σδ′′′-1g◦f (ξ

-1
g,f ◦ Λf (ςg ◦ ξψ

g,M) ◦ ςf ◦ ξφ
f ,R) Λ functor

= Σδ′′′-1g δ′′′-1f (Λf (ςg ◦ ξψ
g,M) ◦ ςf ◦ ξφ

f ,R) composition of adjoints
= Σδ′′′-1g (ςg ◦ ξψ

g,M ◦ δ′′′-1f (ςf ◦ ξφ
f ,R)) δ natural

= Σδ′′′-1g (ςg ◦ ξψ
g,M) ◦ Σδ′′′-1f (ςf ◦ ξφ

f ,R) δ natural
= (Jg,ψ K ◦ Jf ,φK)A definition

Considering, as before, components at 1 quickly yields a proof that Jf ,φK = Jf ′,φ′ K implies
f = f ′. Following our earlier “derivation” of the notion of container morphism, essentially by
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cancelling the isomorphisms δ′′′f , ςf and ξf ,R, further gives that Jf ,φK = Jf ,φ′ K is equivalent to
(ΛS−)φ = (ΛS−)φ′ .

Somewhat in vein of the Yoneda lemma we can recover the underlying morphisms φ and φ′

from the above natural transformations. The argument is obvious but somewhat fiddly. Consider
the component (ΛSΣSP)φ : (ΛSΣSP)P → (ΛSΣSP)Λf Q of (ΛS−)φ at ΣSP. The idea is to “apply”
this morphisms to the identity of P by pre-composing with (η′′′P )P ◦ ιP : 1 → (ΛSΣSP)P and
recover ΣSφ using δ′P and er as follows

δ′′′-1(δ′-1P ((ΛSΣSP)φ ◦ (η′′′P )P ◦ ιP) ◦ e-1R ) =
= δ′′′-1(δ′-1P (δ′P(ε ◦ (φ × id)) ◦ (η′′′P )P ◦ ιP) ◦ e-1R ) definition −φ

= δ′′′-1(ε ◦ (φ × id) ◦ (id×((η′′′P )P ◦ ιP)) ◦ e-1R ) δ′ natural iso
= δ′′′-1(ε ◦ (id×((η′′′P )P ◦ ιP)) ◦ (φ × id) ◦ e-1R ) × functor
= δ′′′-1(δ′-1P ((η′′′P )P ◦ ιP) ◦ e-1R ◦ φ) ε counit, eR natural
= δ′′′-1(η′′′P ◦ δ′-1P (ιP) ◦ e-1R ) ◦ Σφ δ′, δ′′′ natural
= δ′′′-1(η′′′P ) ◦ Σφ definition ι, eR iso
= Σφ η′′′ unit

Which proves that Jf ,φK = Jf ,φ′ K implies ΣSφ = ΣSφ′, meaning φ = φ′ and that J−K is
faithful as a functor into CC.
Theorem 26. The operation of taking the extension JPK of a container ΣP→ S over some locally
cartesian closed C extends to a faithful functor, out of the above category of containers over C,
into the category of endofunctors over C.

In the previous chapter we developed a double notion of strong/enriched functors and natural
transformation as those that interplay nicely with the notion of an S-morphism as an S-indexed
collection (in the sense of ΠS) of morphisms between fibres, a notion which will now be revisited.

4.3 Strengths, revisited

Since JPK (for any container ΣP → S) is defined as a composition of functors with strengths
one has an obvious strength for each JPK. It might therefore seem reasonable to ask whetherJf ,φK is a strong natural transformation for each container morphism (f ,φ) or, in other words,
whether J−K restricts to a functor into the category of strong endofunctors (over C) and their
strong natural transformations. As we consider containers only as endofunctors on the ambient
category the tensoring amounts simply to the binary product of the category.

In the simplified case where we assumed Λg◦f = Λf ◦ Λg it is enough to prove that −φ and
ςf are strong. The so inclined reader must once again take it on themselves to fill in the relevant
isomorphisms to make the proof completely rigorous.

Recall that the strength of −φ for any φ : P → Q was given by combining the unit η′′φ : − →
ΠpiΛφ− = −P with the relevant component of the natural transformation γ′P : −P×(ΛSM)P →
(−×ΛM)P given by the fact that−P is a right adjoint functor and thus preserves limits in general
and products in particular. Strength of −P is thus given by the outer square of Figure 4.2.
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..
..−Q × ΛSM ..−Q × (ΛSM)Q ..(−× ΛSM)Q

..−P × ΛSM ..−P × (ΛSM)P ..(−× ΛSM)P

.......

Figure 4.2: Strength square for −P

The right square says that γ′ is natural also for the contravariant aspect of the exponential
(bi)functor. For any A and B one has

γ′P ◦ (Aφ × Bφ) =

= δ′P⟨δ′-1P π, δ′-1P π′⟩ ◦ (Aφ × Bφ) expand γ′

= δ′P⟨δ′-1P (π ◦ (Aφ × Bφ)), δ′-1P (π′ ◦ (Aφ × Bφ))⟩ δ′ natural
= δ′P⟨δ′-1P (Aφ ◦ π), δ′-1P (Bφ ◦ π′)⟩ π projection/natural
= δ′P⟨δ′-1P Aφ ◦ (id×π), δ′-1P Bφ ◦ (id×π′)⟩ δ′ natural
= δ′P⟨ε′Q ◦ (φ× id) ◦ (id×π), ε′Q ◦ (φ × id) ◦ (id×π′)⟩ compute −φ, δ′ natural
= δ′P(⟨δ′-1Q π′, δ′-1Q π′⟩ ◦ (φ× id)) distribute, ε′ counit
= δ′P(δ′-1Q γ′Q ◦ (φ× id)) expand γ′, δ′ iso
= δ′P(ε′Q ◦ (id×γ′Q) ◦ (φ × id)) ε′ counit
= δ′P(ε′Q ◦ (φ× id)) ◦ γ′Q × functor, δ′ natural
= (A× B)φ ◦ γ′Q compute −φ

The left square is once again an example of extranaturality. Proving its commutativity requires
one to realise that the unit η′′P : A → ΠPΛPA = AP of the adjunction ΛP ⊣ ΠP is related to the
unit η′P of P×− ⊣ −P as η′′P = π′P ◦ η′P = δ′Pπ′, which follows directly from considering −P as
the composition of the adjoint functors ΠP and ΛP. This gives that

(ΛSM)f ◦ η′′Q =

= δ′P(ε′Q ◦ (f × id)) ◦ η′′Q compute −f

= δ′P(ε′Q ◦ (f × id)) ◦ δ′Qπ′ note above
= δ′P(ε′Q ◦ (id×δ′Qπ′) ◦ (f × id)) δ′ natural, × functor
= δ′P(π′ ◦ (f × id)) ε′ counit, δ′ iso
= δ′Pπ′ π′ projection/natural
= η′′P note above

Thus proving a result analogous to (pre-)composition with constant functions being once again
a constant function, and thus commutativity of the left square. −φ is therefore a strong natural
transformation with respect to the relevant canonical strengths.
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The fact that ςf is natural followsmore or less directly from the fact that both ςf and the strength
of Λf were defined in terms of isomorphisms of pullbacks. The above should thus be a reasonably
thorough sketch of

Theorem 27. Every natural transformation Jf ,φK induced by a container morphism is strong
with respect to the canonical strengths of container functors. That is to say, J−K restricts to a
functor into the category of strong endofunctors and natural transformations over C.

This also means that J−K cannot be a full functor (intoCC) unless all natural transformations
of container functors are strong. The next question to ask oneself is, therefore, the question
of what is required of a natural transformation between container functors to be induced by a
container morphism?

The procedure used to recover the underlying morphism from the extension of a container
morphisms used in the end of the previous section can in fact be applied to any natural transfor-
mation. One has therefore to ask oneself when this induced morphism is, in fact, the underlying
morphism of a bundle morphism (as opposed to just some morphism in the underlying category
with the correct domain and codomain).

For terseness we will denote Λf Q by Q′ and the natural transformation (ΛS−)P → (ΛS−)Q′

that we derived from the transformation between the extensions of the containers by ψ.
The explicit computation of the morphism ΣSQ′ → ΣSP is then given by

w = δ′′-1(δ-1(ψΣP ◦ η′′PP ◦ δe′P) ◦ e-1Q)

We now wish to show that w actually constitutes a morphism in the slice category, or in other
words that P ◦ w = Q′ (with P and Q considered as morphisms in the underlying category).

..

..1S .

..(ΛSS)P ..(ΛSS)Q′

...
ψS

Figure 4.3: Simplified condition

To realise this we begin by reformulating the
property in terms allowing us to apply the fact
that the natural transformation is strong. Our
first step towards this goal is to note that mor-
phisms ΣSP → S and ΣSQ → S are in bijec-
tive correspondence to morphisms 1S → (ΛSS)P

and 1S → (ΛSS)Q′ (explicitly calculated below).
Rewriting the equality in terms of these and un-
tangling the resultingmess gets us one step closer
to our goal in that it now remains to prove commutativity of the diagram in Figure 4.3. Intuitively,
therefore, we want to show that ψ acts on P by sending it to Q′, when both are considered global
elements of the relevant exponential objects.

The statement is equivalent to commutativity of the diagram in Figure 4.4 and that its sides
are the same as the vertical morphisms in Figure 4.3. The topmost set of vertical morphisms are
simply morphisms of terminal objects, just recall that (ΛS1)P is a terminal object by virtue of ΛS
and −P being right adjoints.

The second pair of vertical morphisms are essentially components of the unit of ΣS ⊣ ΛS at
1 (recall that − ⊗ S was defined as − × ΛSS and that ΣS1S ∼= S). Next come the respective,
canonical, strengths of the functors (with respect to which the natural transformation is strong).
Finally we simply project 1× S onto S.
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..

..1S .

..(ΛS1)P × 1 ..(ΛS1)Q′ × 1

..(ΛS1S)
P ⊗ S ..(ΛS1S)

Q′ ⊗ S

..(ΛS(1× S))P ..(ΛS(1× S))Q′

..(ΛSS)P ..(ΛSS)Q′

...

id×η′′

.

ψ1 × id

.

id×η′′

.ψ1 × id.

τ

.

τ′

.

ψ1×S

...

ψS

Figure 4.4: Outline of proof

Proving commutativity by beginning with the
topmost subdiagram (the triangle) and working
our way down we note first that the triangle is
made up simply of a number of terminal objects
and their unique morphisms into each other.

The first square commutes trivially thanks to
functoriality of ×. The second square is exactly
an instance of strength of the natural transforma-
tion ψ. Finally, the last square is simply natural-
ity of ψ.

It, therefore, remains only to show that the cor-
responding vertical sides of the two diagrams are
equal. Explicitly, for P,

δ(δ′′P ◦ er) = (ΛSer)
P ◦ τ ◦ (id× η′′) ◦ !

where ! is the appropriate terminal morphism.
Recalling the definition of the strength and how it
interacts with the morphisms witnessing the unit
reduces the right hand side to (ΛSs)P◦η′◦η′′ where s is the isomorphism ΣS1S ∼= S. The equality
then follows from the exponential functor being isomorphic to a composition of Π and Λ and that
the involved morphisms are constructed as mediating morphisms into pullbacks.

We have thus proved that the morphism we recovered from the strong natural transformation
is, indeed, a morphism in the required slice category. We know, furthermore, already that this
procedure recovers the original morphism whenever the natural transformation was induced by
a container morphism.

To conclude fullness of the extension functor it would remain to show that every strong nat-
ural transformation is actually induced by the morphism we extract from it. Doing so requires
arguments similar to the ones above and is left to any reader annoyed enough to do so.

Theorem 28. Every strong natural transformation (with respect to the canonical strengths) be-
tween container functors is induced by a container morphism. That is to say, the extension functor
restricts to a full (and, as proved earlier, faithful) functor into the category of strong endofunctors
and strong natural transformations.

4.4 Using shapes

Abbot, Altenkirch & Ghani [2, 3, 9] suggest reasoning about containers in terms of a container
describing a collection of shapes, given by its fibres, with each concrete instance filling this
shape with data. The below presentation is inspired by lectures given by Neil Ghani at Uppsala
University [8].

The shape of the container (i.e. codomain of the container as a morphism) then describes the
collection of shapes an instance of the container can take. The notion of container morphism
becomes quite clear in light of this intuition. A transformation of containers is given simply by
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assigning each shape in one container a shape among the ones available to the other (the first
component of a container morphism) and fills this new shape with data by pointing back to the
data in the old shape (the second component of the container morphism).

Indeed, we will utilise this intuition here to suggest and motivate a number of operations on
containers, that will translate into some interesting existence and closure properties of containers,
suggesting the range of functors covered.

Since container functors are, in our case, always endofunctors one has that any pair of container
functors can be composed. A natural question, then, is to ask whether this composition can be
captured in already in the category of containers, or, in other words, whether container functors
are closed under composition.

Formally we are thus looking for an operation • on containers such that JP • QK = JPK ◦ JQK
for any pair of containers ΣP → S and ΣQ → R. Applying the above intuition of shapes and
data the set of possible shapes of such a container could take would be given by a shape of the
outer container (P) filled with shapes of the inner container (Q).

We can derive the required expression from the composition of two container functors by ap-
plying what we know of Σ, Λ, and Π to shuffle them around into the extension of a new container

(JPK ◦ JQK) =
= ΣS(P→ ΛSΣR(Q→ ΛR−)) definition J−K
= ΣSΠPΛΣPΣRΠQΛΣQ Λ profunctor
= ΣSΠPΣΛΣPRΛΛRΣSPΠQΛΣQ commute Λ, Σ
= ΣSΣΠPΛΣPRΠπ′Λε′′ΛΛRΣSPΠQΛΣQ choice (Theorem 12)
= ΣJP KRΠπ′ΛΣΛRΣSPε′′ΠQΛΣQ Σ,Λ (pro)functor
= ΣJP KRΠπ′ΠΛΣ···ε′′QΛΛQΣΛRΣSPε′′ΛΣQ commute Λ, Π
= ΣJP KRΠΣπ′ΛΣ···ε′′QΛΣΣQΛQΣΛRΣSPε′′ Λ, Π profunctors

where ε′′ is the counit of ΛP ⊣ ΠP and π′ the second projection of P×ΠPΛΣPR. Looking closer
at the expression accumulated under the Λ one finds

ΣΣQΛQΣΛRΣSPε′′ =
= ΣRΣQΛQΣΛRΣSPε′′ Σ functor
= ΣRΣΛRΣPΣε′′ΛΣΛRΣPε′′Q pullback
= ΣΣPΣΛΣPRΣε′′ΛΣΛRΣPε′′Q pullback
= ΣSΣPΣΛΣPRΣε′′ΛΣΛRΣPε′′Q Σ functor
= ΣSΣPΣΛPΠPΛΣPRΛΣΛRΣPε′′Q ε′′ as (ΣP)-morphism
= ΣSΣΠPΛΣP RΣΛΠPΛΣPRPΛΣΛRΣPε′′Q Σ functor, pullback
= ΣJP KRΣΛΠPΛΣPRPΛΣΛRΣPε′′Q definition J−K
= ΣJP KRΣπ′ΛΣΛRΣPε′′Q pullback projection
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But moving the JPKR out of the Λ then gives that (JPK ◦ JQK) is isomorphic to the extension of
the bundle Σπ′ΛΣΛRΣPε′′Q in C/JP KR.

Theorem 29. Container functors are closed under composition, as witnessed by the operation
P • Q associating to each pair of containers ΣP → S and ΣQ → R the container P • Q =
Σπ′ΛΣΛRΣPε′′Q in the sense that it satisfies JP • QK ∼= JPK ◦ JQK.

Using the same metaphor we can derive some simple examples of container functors. The con-
stant functor for some object A of C, for example, is just shape (given by A), without additional
information. Whenever C has an initial object 0 it should therefore be given by the morphism
0A : Σ0A = 0→ A in C/A. And indeed

J0A KX = ΣA(0A → ΛAX) ∼= ΣA(1A) ∼= A

Now, the functor A × − also has shapes given by A, but now needs additional data from its
argument. But X ∼= X1 and we find , with 1A the terminal bundle carried by idA

J1A KX = ΣA(1A → ΛAX) ∼= ΣAΛAX ∼= A× X

Finally the exponential functor−A can be thought of as having but one shape A and considering
A as a bundle A !A−→ 1 we note that Σ1(!A → Λ1X) is, by the isomorphism C ∼= C/1, just the
exponential XA, as hoped for. Therefore

Theorem 30. The container functors include A×− and −A for any A of C. If, in addition, C
has an initial object, then they also include the constant functor A.

Especially, taking A = 1 they include the identity functor and, for any A and B, the “monomi-
als” A×−B, (simply apply the fact that containers are closed under composition).

Assuming one also (the required) binary coproducts available one can continue along this path
and capture the product JPK × JQK of two container functors given by ΣP → S and ΣQ → R.
The shapes are described by the product S×R (one shape for the left, and one shape for the right)
with data being either in the left (ΛπP) or on the right hand side (Λπ′Q).

..

..ΣSP ..ΣS×R(ΛπP + Λπ′Q) ..ΣRQ

..S ..S× R ..R

....

π

.

π′

Figure 4.5: Pullback along the projections of the product of shapes
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In other words, we are considering the bundle ΛπP + Λπ′Q, and indeed

JΛπP + Λπ′QKX =

= ΣS×R((ΛπP + Λπ′Q)→ ΛS×RX) definition J−K
∼= ΣS×R((ΛπP→ ΛS×RX)× (Λπ′Q→ ΛS×RX)) distribute exp./coproduct
∼= ΣS×R((ΛπP→ ΛπΛSX)× (Λπ′Q→ Λπ′ΛRX)) Λ profunctor
∼= ΣS×R(Λπ(P→ ΛSX)× Λπ′(Q→ ΛRX)) Theorem 9
∼= ΣS(P→ ΛSX)× ΣR(Q→ ΛRX) note below
= JPKX× JQKX definition J−K

the isomorphism of the penultimate equality can be constructed by, in one direction, taking the
mediating morphism ΣA×ΣB→ Σ(ΛπA×Λπ′B) given by ΛAπ and ΛBπ′. The other direction
is given by noticing that the morphism ΣA×ΣB→ I×J together with the projection ΣA×ΣB→
ΣA induces a morphism into the pullback ΛπA. Similarly one gets a morphism into Λπ′B. This,
in turn, gives the required inverse.

As a final example we can consider the coproduct JPK+ JQK of two container functors. As we
will utilise Theorem 10 we will require the ambient category to have disjoint coproducts.

The collection of shapes are now given by taking a shape from either from either of the con-
tainers, that is to say, the shapes are described by S+R. The data is then shaped, simply, by one
of the containers, meaning we should be considering the bundle given by ΣιP + Σι′Q. Letting
D : C/S× C/R→ C/S+R→ be the isomorphism of Theorem 10

JΣιP + Σι′QKX =

= ΣS+R((ΣιP + Σι′Q)→ ΛS+RX) definition J−K
∼= ΣS+R((ΣιP→ ΛS+RX)× (Σι′Q→ ΛS+RX)) distribute exp./coproduct
∼= ΣS+RD(Λι(ΣιP→ ΛS+RX),Λι′(Σι′Q→ ΛS+RX)) definition D-1, D iso
∼= ΣS+RD(ΛιΣιP→ ΛSX,Λι′Σι′Q→ ΛRX) distribute Λ, Λ profunctor
∼= ΣS+RD(P→ ΛSX,Q→ ΛRX) as in Theorem 10
∼= ΣS+R(Σι(P→ ΛSX) + Σι′(Q→ ΛRX)) definition D
∼= ΣS(P→ ΛSX) + ΣR(Q→ ΛRX) Σ left adjoint D
∼= JPKX + JQKX definition J−K

One has thus proved the following, and final, closure properties of container functors

Theorem 31. Container functors are closed under taking binary products, and whenever the
ambient category has disjoint coproducts they are closed also under binary coproducts.

4.5 Final remarks

Webegin the end by noting that Theorems 26 and 28 give a special case of Proposition 2.8 of Gam-
bino and Kock [7], which in turn is similar to Theorem 3.4 of Abbott, Altenkirch, and Ghani [2].
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Both of the latter concern more general classes of functors and the last differs, also, in its use of
fibred/cartesian natural transformations instead of strong ones.

While the proof of Theorems 26 and 28 is similar to, though also arguably a lot more long-
winded than, those given in the above publications, I believe it to be at least somewhat novel, if
in nothing but its presentation, in that it is quite elementary and, especially, in that it does not
require an understanding of internal languages.

There is a lot more to container/polynomial functors than what is described here. The acute
reader may, for example, have noted the fact that none of the above proofs actually depended on
the extension being defined as an endofunctor over the ambient locally cartesian closed category.
Indeed, if one extends the definition of a container with two additional morphisms, one for the
Σ and one for the Λ of the expression defining the extension, allows one to extend the notion of
polynomial functor to functors between slice categories. For the details see Gambino &Kock [7].
Much of the above theory still applies, mutatis mutandis, tough it is of less interest to the theory
of initial/terminal (co)algebras as the notion of fixed points becomes at least non-obvious.

Similarly one can extend the notion to functors of multiple arguments. Doing so allows one
to apply the notion of initial and terminal fixed point of a (container) functor to taking such with
respect to one of the arguments. For the details the reader is referred to any of the previously
cited text by Abbot, Altenkirch, and Ghani.

One can also extend the concept of a corecursive transformation to continuous functions (in
the sense of the Baire topology) between structures defined by terminal coalgebras. This leads
to the idea of a stream processor, intuitively meaning that evaluating a finite amount of the result
of the transformation always requires only a finite amount of information of what is transformed.
For the representation of such transformations see once again Hancock, Pattinson, and Ghani [9].

Finallywe reiterate the use of container/polynomial functors as producing a notion of tree-types
in the category theoretic semantics of type theory. For well founded trees see Moerdijk & Palm-
gren [16] but it also applies to non-well founded (see for example van den Berg&DeMarchi [19]).
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